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2 Performances By Navy Band To Open Season 
Miss Laurie Farr, Clemson's Homecoming Queen, listens at- 
tentively as George Bennett, president of CDA, reads the list of 
prizes she won.    (TIGER photo by Bob Huey.) 
Miss Farr Named 
Homecoming Queen 
Miss Laurie Farr of Columbia and a student at the Uni- 
versity of South Carolina, was crowned Homecoming Queen 
during impressive halftime ceremonies at the Furman-Clem- 
son football game last Saturday afternoon. 
Miss Farr, along with six other 
lovilies was chosen from the dates 
of the students attending the Fri- 
day night' formal dance. They 
will all be in the beauty section 
of the TAPS and at a later date, 
one will be chosen as "Miss Taps 
of 1955". 
The Homecoming Queen re- 
ceived numerous gifts from local 
merchants in honor of her selec- 
tion. 
Captain Frank Jervy, president 
of the Alumni Association, crown- 
ed Miss Farr as the band, Senior 
Platoon and Pershing Rifles form- 
ed a guard of honor. 
The other six girls who were 
chosen were: Miss Carolyn Boat- 
wright from Aiken; Miss Alice 
Howard from Converse; Miss Bar- 
bara McHaffie from Winthrop 
College; Miss Shirley McMillan 
from Converse College; Miss Rita 
Rice from Columbia College; and 
Miss Nancy Smith from the Uni- 
versity of Georgia. 
Dr. Brownley Is 
Awarded Health 
Service Grant 
A research grant to work out 
a simple method of determining 
the amount of flourine in water 
has been awarded to Dr. F. I. 
Brownley, Jr., professor of analy- 
tical chemistry at Clemson, by 
the dental division of the Public 
Health Service, Department of 
Health, Welfare and Education. 
To further the water flourida- 
tion program, which is being used 
in the fight to reduce tooth decay, 
the Public Health Service is seek- 
ing a simple method which any- 
one can use to determine the 
amount of flourine present in a 
given sample of water. At pres- 
ent there are many methods 
available for this determination, 
but they are all long and involved 
and thus are of small practical ad- 
vantage to the average technician. 
Dr. Brownley is using organic 
reagents in an attempt to work 
out a determination colormetri- 
cally. He has already done some 
preliminary work on this project 
with a grant from the Kress Re- 
search Fund. 
A graduate of Wofford College, 
Dr. Brownley received his M. S. 
degree from Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and his Ph. D. from 
Florida State University. He has 
been a member of tlje faculty of 
the School of Chemistry and Ge- 
ology since 1939. 
Rev. C. E. Raynall 
New Presbyterian 
Minister Here 
Rev. Charles E. Raynall, Jr., 
Manning, has accepted a call to 
become pastor of the Fort Hill 
Presbyterian Church here. He is 
expected to preach his first ser- 
mon at the local church November 
28. The church has been without 
a pastor since July 1 when Dr.' S. 
J. L. -Crouch resigned to become 
Minister to Presbyterian Students 
at Clemson for the Synod of South 
Carolina. 
Mr. Raynall is a native of 
Statesville, N. C. He is the son 
of a Presbyterian minister, Rev. 
Charles E. Raynall, Sr. He is a., 
graduate of Davidson College and 
has a B. D. degree from Union 
Theological Seminary, Richmond, 
Va. He has held pastorates at 
Gloucester, Va., Fountain Inn and 
Manning. • He recently resigned 
as pastor of the Manning and New 
Harmony churches where he has 
served since 1949 to accept the 
call to the church here. 
During World War II Mr. Ray- 
nall served as a chaplain in the 
Navy from April'1942 until No- 
vember 1945. By the time he was 
ready to return to civilian life he 
had risen to the rank of Lieuten- 
ant Commander in the Navy and 
he is now a member of the Naval 
Reserve. 
Mrs. Raynall is the former Miss 
Letitia Hay Jones, daughter of the 
late Dr. Dudley Jones, a Presby- 
terian minister, who was for over 
20 years a member of the faculty 
at Presbyterian College, Clinton. 
The Raynalls have four sons, 
ages 11, 7, and 2 years and the 
youngest 13 months. The family 
expects to move to the . campus 
during the latter part of the 
month. 
NOTICE 
The Senior Class meeting 
scheduled for Tuesday night, 
November 9, was very unsuc- 
cessful due to a lack of interest 
on the part of most of the sen- 
iors. The object of the meeting 
was to decide on a class proj- 
ect. Possibilities of using an in- 
surance plan as a class project 
were discussed. Provisions are 
being made for a future meeting 
at a more convenient time. Sen- 
iors are strongly urged to turn 
out and support their class. 
Leland Stowe 
To Attend 
Convocation 
Leland Stowe,. famous journal- 
ist and lecturer will attend a con- 
vocation at Clemson College on 
Friday, November 19, at 11 
o'clock. 
Dr.  Stowe received his A. B. 
degree   from  Wesleyan   College 
in 1921, his M. A. and  Ph. D. 
from Harvard.   He has held po- 
sitions on the staff of the "New 
York Herald," "The New York 
Tribune, and "Pathe News', he 
also served    on    the    "Chicago 
Daily News" staff. 
From 1927-1931 he attended the 
League   of   Nations'   council   and 
assembly meetings. 
In 1932, he attended the World 
Disarmament Conference at Ge- 
neva, Switzerland. 
In 1933, he was a delegate to 
the World Economic Conference 
held in London. 
In 1933, he also attended the 
Reichstag fire trial in Germany. 
Through the months of July 
through September, he covered 
the Spanish Civil War in 1937. 
In 1937, he was also a corres- 
pondent at the Inter-American 
Peace Conference in Buenos Aires 
and at the Conference of 1938 
held at Lima, Peru. 
In 1939, he became a war cor- 
respondent in London, from where 
he proceeded to cover all phases 
of the Russo-Finnish War, and 
conditions in Norway, Hungary, 
Yugoslavia, Romania, Bulgaria, 
Turkey, Greece, and Albania. 
In 1941-42, he switched to the 
Pacific Theatre. He served in 
Malaya, Siam, Indo-China, and 
Burma, for the Chicago Daily 
News. He also visited Iran and 
Russia in 1942. 
He received the Pulitzer Prize 
for his coverage of the Paris Re- 
patriations Conference and found- 
ing of the Young Plan in 1930. 
In 1931, he received the coveted 
Legion of Honor Medal from 
France. 
He received the Maine School 
of Journalism Award for his out- 
standing war correspondence in 
1941. 
From 1944-45 he was a com- 
mentator for the American 
Broadcasting Company. 
In 1944, he also served as a war 
correspondent in France, Belgium, 
Luxembourg, and Germany. 
In 1945, he migrated through 
Greece and Italy, and has been a 
free lance writer since 1947. 
He has been a consultant to 
Radio Free Europe since 1952 and 
has done an excellent job. 
He has written several books, 
among which are: 
Nazi Means War, 1933 
No Other Road To Freedom, 
1941 
Target: You, 1945 
While Time Remains, 1946 
Conquest of Terror,  (the story 
of Satellite Europe), 1952 
x  Dr. Stowe makes his home now 
in Meredith Center, New Hamp- 
shire. 
Series To Begin 
November 30 
V 
The United States Navy Band, called "the world's finest," 
will present the first concert of the season in the Field House 
at 8 p. m., Tuesday, November 30. The band will also give a 
natinee performance at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. 
As is usual with performances! ■  
brought here for the Clemson 
Concert Series, students will be 
admitted on the presentation of 
their athletic identification books, 
both to the evening and matinee 
concerts. Season ticket holders 
may attend either of the perfor- 
mances, and school children will 
be admited to the matinee for 50 
cents. 
The United States Navy Band 
proudly publicize the fact that 
it is "The World's Finest." An act 
of Congress in 1952 made the 
Navy Yard Band the official 
United States Navy Band, and 
since that time, it has played its 
way into the hearts of millions. 
Little is known about the evo- 
lution of music in the Navy, as 
our early American men-of-war 
kept few records. However 
there must have been fiddlers and 
hornblowers from the very be- 
ginning—as early as 125 years 
ago. The early participant was 
probably an able-bodied seaman 
first, and musician only by 
chance. 
, The first recorded entry that 
can be found was written into the 
log of the American frigate 
"Brandywine" on July 25, 1825, 
when one James F. Draper was 
carried aboard as a musician. 
Draper never became a figure of 
national importance, but to the 
United States Navy Band, he is 
a figure of historical significance. 
His pay, carefully recorded be- 
side his name, was ten dollars a 
month. 
Following this historic entry 
there are numerous references to 
Navy musicians and navy bands., 
but they were only small groups 
gathered for special occasions. 
In 1838, when Martin Van Bu- 
ren was President, the Pay Table 
of the Navy Register, recorded the 
first Navy Band to be compen- 
sated for its efforts. This group 
was not much larger than a mod- 
ern string ensemble, consisting of 
ChemicalEngineering 
Students Tour Oak 
Ridge Laboratory 
Seventeen chemical engineer- 
ing students of Ch. E. 415, Intro- 
duction to Nuclear Engineering 
toured unclassified projects at the 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
and the Oak Ridge Institute of 
Nuclear Studies on Nov.' 4. 
The tour included a trip through 
the American Museum of Atomic 
Energy and a tour of the.Special 
Training Division of the institute, 
with major emphasis on instru- 
ments for detecting radiation. An- 
other important phase of the trip 
was a tour of the ORNL Uranium- 
Graphite Reactor. 
The students also toured the 
radioisotope area in which radio- 
isotopes are produced, chemically 
separated from one another, and 
prepared for shipment. 
This trip was arranged through 
the auspices of the ORINS, a non- 
profit organization of which Clem- 
son is a member. 
CDR.   CHARLES    BRENDLEN, 
Conductor 
a bandmaster, four first-class mu- 
sicians, and one second-class mu- 
sician. 
This small beginning marked 
the first of many such bands or- 
ganized throughout the Navy dur- 
ing the years preceding World 
War I. These bands mushroomed 
because sea-going men wanted 
music of their own, and because 
high-ranking officers had the vis- 
ion to lend encouragement and 
support. 
When the United States called 
its men to arms in 1917, it took 
stirring music to cheer the de- 
parture and salute the return of 
the thousands in navy blue and 
olive drab. The finest talent of 
the great symphony orchestras 
was  recruited into  the  Navy,  as 
the government made every effort 
to fill the need of sailor, soldier 
and civilian. 
With the Armistice, many of the 
great bands which had stirred the 
nation began to disappear as 
quickly as they had been assem- 
bled. As the servicemen return- 
ed to their homes, so, too, did 
rnost of the artists who had made 
our Navy music so outstanding. 
Those who had watched them 
from the streets, and thrilled to 
their music in concert halls, began 
to miss this part of their national 
life. 
But the Navy Department had 
seen what really good music could 
do, not only in providing spiritual 
inspiration on the home front, but 
also in building spirit and morale 
among the men of the Navy. So, 
they turned to the Washington 
Navy Yard, where a group of 21 
musicians had endeared themsel- 
ves to official Washington, and 
this group became recognized as 
the foremost band of the Navy. 
By 1923 the band had swelled its 
ranks to include sixty-three art- 
ists. 
On his inauguration day. March 
4, 1925, President Calvin Coolidge 
signed a special act of the 68th 
Congress designating this band as 
the official band of the United 
States Navy. From that day on, 
the Washington Navy Yard Band 
became known as the UNITED 
STATES NAVY BAND. 
With this new official status, 
the traditional sea-going uniform 
of the sailor was discarded, and in 
its place the smart-looking uni- 
form of the Navy's Chief Petty 
Officer was adopted. 
In the Fall of 1925, the United 
States Navy Band left on the 
first of its annual tours,, which 
had been authorized by Congress 
and approved by the President 
to bring to all the American peo- 
ple (as well as official Washing- 
ton) its fine music. 
In the years that followed, un- 
der President Coolidge, Hoover, 
Roosevelt, Truman and Eisenhow- 
er the United States Navy Band 
has appeared before tremendous 
audiences, appearing in hundreds 
of cities, .large and small, all the 
states in the Union, as well as 
Canada, Alaska, Puerto Rico, Pan- 
ama, Jamaica, Haiti and the Vir- 
gin Islands. Today, the United 
States Navy Band is composed o 
around a hundred individual art- 
ists, each of whom could take his 
place with the greatest of the 
world's symphony orchestras. The 
duties assigned to the band require 
unlimited versatility. 
The Band traditionally appears 
at funeral services for Navy men 
in Arlington Cemetery, but most 
its duties are of a more enjoyable 
nature, as it renders with ease the 
compositions from the pens of the 
world's most renowned composers. 
It is an indispensable part of 
Washington's colorful parades and 
inauguration ceremonies, and of- 
ten is the center of attraction at 
the White House. 
This inspiring band has pro- 
gressed far beyond the dreams of 
its early participants, being recog- 
nized in 1940 by the American 
Bandmasters Association assem- 
bled in convention as the out- 
standing band in America. 
In 1947, after the conclusion of 
our Second World War, the Band 
again started its annual concert 
tours, which it had dispensed with 
during that period. 
In 1947,' Charles Brendler, USN, 
Conductor and Officer in Charge, 
was promoted to the rank of Lieu- 
tenant Commander. In 1953, he 
was promoted to field Command- 
er, a life timeNrank, and the high- 
est rank ever held by a musician 
in the Regular Navy. The only 
other Navy musician to attain 
similar rank, that of Lieutenant 
Commander, was the late John 
Philip Sousa, composer of the 
stirring, "Stars and Stripes For- 
ever". Sousa was commissioned 
in the Naval Reserve to lead the 
(Continued  on  Page  6) 
THE UNITED STATE% NAVY BAND 
All Frosh Are 
Required To Attend 
Orientation Meets 
It was announced this week by 
the Registrar's Office that attend- 
ance at the Orientation Assem- 
blies will be required of all fresh- 
men who entered in June and 
September. In accord with the 
decision of the President's Coun- 
cil of Deans and Directors, ten de- 
merits will be given for each 
absence from the assemblies, be- 
ginning with the assembly on 
Wednesday, November 17. 
Seven more assemblies are 
scheduled to be held this semes- 
ter. The dates and places for the 
meetings are as follows: Novem- 
ber 17, place designated by coun- 
selor; December 1, place set by 
counselor; December 8, designated 
meeting place for major school; 
December 15, college auditorium; 
January 5, college auditorium; 
January 12, place designated by 
counselor; and January 19, place 
to be set by counselor. Assemblies 
will not be held on November 24, 
due to Thanksgiving holidays, and 
on December 22 and 29 due on 
Christmas holidays. All of the 
assemblies will be held at 4 p. m. 
The designated meeting places 
for major schools are as follows: 
Agriculture, Agricultural Audi- 
torium; Arts and Sciences, Room 
118 in the Chemistry Building; 
Chemistry, Room 205, Chemistry 
Building; Education, Room 200, 
Education Building; Engineering, 
Room 1, Chemistry Building; and 
Textiles, Textile Auditorium. 
Any freshman who entered in 
June or September who has not 
been assigned to a counselor, who 
needs attendance stubs for filling 
out in advance of these meetings, 
or who needs help in locating the 
place of meeting for his school 
or with his counselor, should re- 
port to the Registrar's Office at 
his first vacant period on his 
weekly schedule. 
Student Chapel Soon 
To Be Dedicated 
The All Faith Chapel for Clemson College students, located 
in the student activity center of the new dormitory will soon 
be ready for use. This chapel will be open at all times and 
available to students of All Faiths. 
SAME To Take 
AFROTC Men 
The Clemson College student 
chapter of the Society of Ameri- 
can Military Engineers has an- 
nounced that members of the up- 
per three classes enrolled in 
AFROTC are now eligible for 
membership in the local society. 
Prospective members in the Air 
Force ROTC and all old members 
are cordially invited to attend the 
next meeting of the society, which 
is to be held tomorrow night, No- 
vember 12, at 6:15 in B-4 Physics 
Building. 
At this meeting a movie will be 
shown concerning some phases of 
military engineering in Korea. Al- 
so plans will be made for initiat- 
ing new members into the society. 
NOTICE 
Work has begun on the 
Thanksgiving Sunrise Service 
to be held in the College Chapel 
on November 23. More details 
will be released at a later date. 
The service is sponsored by the 
Clemson Protestant student 
groups. 
Thurmond Is 
Graduate Of 
Clemson Colleae V 
By Pick Collins 
When former Governor J. 
Strom Thurmond was elected 
to the United States Senate 
last Tuesday he brought fame 
to Clemson as well as to him- 
self. 
He is the first graduate of 
Clemson ever to be elected to the 
Senate. 
Mr. Thurmond. is a native of 
Edgefield, where he was reared. 
He was a graduate -from Clemson 
in 1923 and for six years was an 
agriculture teacher. In 1924 he 
became a member of the Edgefield 
County Board of Education and 
was elected county superintendent 
in 1928. 
During this time he farmed and 
studied law at night. He was ad- 
mitted to the bar in 1930.   In 1933 
SENATOR  STROM  THURMOND 
he became a state senator from 
Edgefield, an office he held until 
1939. 
When the United States be- 
came involved in World War II, 
Thurmond, an army reserve of- 
ficer, took leave of absence 
from the judgeship and went on 
active duty. He .came out of 
military service as a colonel, 
decorated with the Legion of 
Merit, Bronze Star Medal, the 
Croix de Guerre, and the Cross 
of the Officer of the Order of 
the Crown of the Belgium Gov- 
ernment. 
In 1949, Thurmond resigned his 
judgeship to run for the governor 
of South Carolina. He won over 
ten opponents and took office the 
following January. 
In 1948 he was the States 
Rights Demcratic nominee for 
President of the United States. 
Since his retirement to private 
life, he has practiced law in 
Aiken. 
Clemson is proud of its son and 
his outstanding achievements. Let 
us hope that in the future we will 
have more men of this calibre to 
graduate from Clemson and bring 
credit to this school. 
Aside from any services ar- 
ranged, the chapel will provide 
suitable accommodations for col- 
lege ministers to counsel with stu- 
dents. Thus, it will supplement 
the normal religious activities of 
the campus churches. 
Furnishing studies were made 
by the committee on religion of 
Clemson College with Dr. S. J. L 
Crouch as chairman. Following 
these recommendations, furnish- 
ings were designed to meet inter 
faith needs by Woodin and Asso- 
ciates of Columbia. 
Light finished maple pews 
were custom-built in modular 
units to permit maximum flex- 
ibility in xhapel arrangement. 
Velvet upholstered foam rubber 
pads provide for the comfort of 
the more than one hundred stu- 
dents the chapel will accomo- 
date. 
The pulpit, lectern, and com- 
munion rails are a blend of the 
light maple and Philippine ma- 
hogany finish of the altar and 
chapel walls. 
A Hammond electric chapel or- 
gan, luxurious cotton carpeting, 
wall to wall add to the atmosphere 
of worship. The wall of glass 
overlooking the dormitory quad- 
rangle is covered with full draw 
draperies. 
The furnishings of this student 
chapel will be a tribute to the 
service and memory of Clemson 
College men. Participation of 
Clemson men in military service 
is indicated by the following 
figures: World War 1, 1,549 in 
service, with 39 killed; World War 
II, 6,500 in service, 375 killed; the 
Korean conflict, 1,500 in service, 
22 killed. 
According to college officials, 
funds are needed for furnishing 
the chapel. Gifts have already 
been made by units of the Amer- 
ican Legion Auxiliary Department 
of South Carolina and friends of 
the college. Contributions to the 
Clemson College All Faiths Chapel 
should be addressed to Walter T. 
Cox, assistant to the president, 
Clemson College. 
Horry Country 
Club Elects 
New Officers 
The Horry County Club met at 
the "Y" Tuesday night, November 
1. A large number of boys at- 
tended and elected the club of- 
ficers. 
President is Hoyt. Hardee of 
Loris, who is a senior agriculture 
engineering major. 
Vice-president, another agri- 
culture engineering major, and a 
junior, is Bill Page from Tabor 
City, North Carolina. 
Loris was also represented by 
Rudolph Suggs who was elected 
secretary-treasurer. He is a sen- 
ior in arts and sciences. 
Reporter is Tony Mishoe, ag. 
agronomy junior from Tabor City. 
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Don't Make Too Much Noise 
Going To And From the Canteen 
IRE we sitting pretty right now! The canteen is staying 
open late in the evenings for the convenience of the stu- 
dents who wish to get some refreshments. The music is 
good, the atmosphere is great. There are no frowns or 
scowls glaring out at you from behind the counter. But the 
students can ruin a good thing if they aren't careful. 
There are some students who seem to be very proud of 
their extra large lung capacity and fhink that it is a wonder- 
ful idea to "bay at the moon as they cross the quadrangle on 
their way to and from the canteen. They have no qualms 
about cutting loose with an ear-splitting bellow just to see 
people jump. 
There are some students in this school who have the right 
idea and like to study in peace and quiet during the even- 
ings. With some jokers making a disturbance every five 
minutes as they call to their buddies, it is rather difficult to 
concentrate. 
If this continues, something will have to be done about 
the situation. And there only seems to be one answer. Close 
the canteen at 8:30 every evening. This would be bad. So 
everyone who wants to practice voice, please go out for 
cheerleader or the glee club. Keep the noise down and 
keep the canteen open. 
What Happened To The Hot 
Water In New Dormitories? 
IT looks as though Clemson has gone back to the old days 
when you broke the ice in the pitcher of water on the ta- 
ble before washing in the morning.   The water in the new 
barracks has suddenly gone cold,ice cold. 
It is not cold from midnight to breakfast, but then who 
can take a shower at that time of night? After supper is 
the time when the students really feel the lack of hot water 
for a shower. 
Maybe there is a good explanation for this situation. With 
a lavatory in each room, there may be more of a drain on 
the hot water tank than is realized. Maybe the boiler fires 
are not capable at the present time of heating enough wa- 
ter to take care of the whole college. Maybe there is a 
mixup in the pipe system. 
Whatever the cause of the situation, something should be 
done. If the hot water cannot be brought back immediate- 
ly to the satisfaction of all, some explanation should be 
made to the students to let them know what is wrong. It 
is bad enough to be in the dark on a subject, but it is worse 
to freeze when attempting to keep clean. 
SECOND SEMESTER, 1955- 
Do Your Part To Make Clemson 
College Campus A Show Place 
THE buildings are here and all but a few workmen have 
left the campus.   The remainder of improvement is left 
up to us. 
There has been some attention called to the .trash scat- 
tered around the dormitories and the rest of the campus. 
This trash is the result of some careless person throwing 
away a candy wrapper or an empty cigarette package. There 
is no excuse for this ruining the looks of our campus when 
it would be so easy for us to remedy it. 
In the last year Clemson College has certainly become a 
show place. Many people are pouring on our campus to 
view our new living quarters. Small pieces of paper lying 
around outside of the dormitories spoil the whole view. 
We have something now that we can be proud of. Let's 
do our part to make Clemson a show place. 
The Tiger 
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STARKEY'S DON'T GET ME WRONG BUT 
Painting Pranks Flashed At Fur man 
Cost Clemson Hard Earned Coin 
Starkeys dont get me wrong b _  
TALK OF THE TOWN 
Plot Planned For Dolls' Dormitories 
On Distant Section Of College Campus 
By JOE McCOWN 
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BRING ON THE GIRLS 
There has been quite a lot of comment, 
about acceptance of women students at 
Cemson next semester. It seems to be a 
.matter of common conjecture as to the 
amount of time that will pass until women 
are accepted as regular dormitory students 
instead of day students as they will be next 
semester. There have been plans made for 
the woman's dormitories, and it seems as 
if the women's quarters should be one of 
the next projects to be built, but actually, 
there has been no date set for the beginning 
of them. 
The proposed new dormitories will be 
built to the east of Long Hall, in the space 
now occupied by Dr. Poole's home and the 
McGinnity House, which is now being used 
by the Military Science Department. Both 
of these homes, and perhaps one or two oth- 
ers, will be torn down to make room for 
the women's housing project, which will in- 
clude eight dormitories, a dining hall and 
a combination auditorium and gymnasium. 
The new dormitories architecture will re- 
semble that of the fourth, fifth, sixth, and 
seventh barracks, and they will be built in 
a quadrangle form, with the dining hall 
across the end. 
The woman's   dormitories are   just   one 
more step towards the projected Clemson 
of the Future. 
THE CARD SECTION 
One of the most unusual features of last 
week's football game was the unprecedent- 
ed success of the card section. The reason 
that I say unprecedented success is that the 
usual Clemson card display looks like the 
contortion of a centipede with the belly- 
ache. Not so last week. Thanks to the ef- 
forts and imagination of Wes Summers and 
his crew, and also to the fact that the troops 
were forced to stay in the card section, the 
card tricks looked like something worth- 
while seeing. 
THE DANCE 
The Homecoming Ball proved once again 
that a Clemson dance featuring home tal- 
ent (The Jungaleers) could really be a top- 
notch doins'. It was said that the show that 
the Jungaleers put on at the Rat Hop could 
not be bettered, but it seems as if those who 
said it were wrong, because this time the 
Jungaleers were, to use a hackneyed word, 
fabulous. 
This seems to be one of the few years 
that the CDA can do no wrong. Some time 
ago, when a famous band leader (whose 
initials are Harry James) declined to play 
for the Homecoming Ball, dire failure was 
predicted for that dance, and all others 
which are to follow. But the CDA pulled 
a rabbit out of the hat by hiring the Jun- 
galeers and producing a successful and lu- 
crative dance. The success of the Home- 
coming Ball seems to insure the kind of 
season that the CD A, has been dreaming of 
and failing to produce for three years. In 
my poor opinion, the perfect touch to an 
already successful dance would be to hold 
the remaining dances in the new dining 
hall. The attractive- surroundings which 
the new dining hall would furnish, plus the 
calibre of music which has been payed at 
previous dances would add up a tre- 
mendous time, and an even more successful 
dance season. 
SMALL PRINT 
The reason why the old familiar warning 
bell that used to ring five minutes before 
classes began, has disappeared is this: The 
old bell used to be mounted on the now de- 
funct first barracks, and upon the razing of 
the old structure it was to be moved to the 
student information center (guard room) 
when it was completed. But somebody 
goofed, and no place was prepared for it. 
So now the old bell sits on the ground and 
waits for someone to fixe a place for it, 
which will be done sometime in the near 
future. 
The College Parking Committee is trying 
to decide how the sftidents would feel if 
each were assigned a parking place corres- 
ponding to the number on his school regis- 
tration ticket. If this plan is adopted, each 
student's car will be allowed to park in one, 
and only one, assigned parking area. The 
reason for the consideration of this action 
is that no matter how much space is avail- 
able in the parking lots, students still insist 
parking their cars in no-parking areas. 
PASSING COMMENT 
I never expected to write this column 
again. You are no doubt as surprised as 
I am, but then "anything goes" around here 
it seems, (even to letting old wornout 
columnists return. You know how it is— 
old columnists never   die,   THEY   JUST 
WRITE AWAY.) 
A WORD TO THE WISE 
I suppose that all of you were around for 
dinner the other day when Austin Mitchell, 
president of the student body, explained 
the Pre Furman football matter. There is 
one more item to be added to that speech. 
The Student Assembly approved the action 
of drawing out a sum of $50 to give Fur- 
man to help pay for the damages that were 
caused by Clemson students. I think- it is 
high time that someone made mention of 
this to the average student. I don't know 
how much money is in the Student Assem- 
bly fund, but I don't think that it can stand 
too many more such pranks. It not only 
cost us a great deal of prestige, but it dip- 
ped into our pocketbooks. Next time some 
of you have the wild urge to leave a Clem- 
son calling card at another college, remem- 
ber that we have to pay for it. 
IT HAS BEEN THIS BAD 
I've heard complaints all this week about 
water shortage, especially of hot water. I 
ran into this shortage the other day when I 
tripped down to the shower for the weekly 
clean-up. The last time I did without hot 
water was at summer camp last year. 
Around there it was not uncommon to 
shave, shower and clean up in cold water. 
(It might be hot at Gordon in the summer, 
but the water can be pretty cold at night 
and in the early morning when you have a 
chance to shave.) I thought that with these 
new barracks all our worries would be over,, 
however this hot water shortage is becom- 
ing acute. Some of the underclassmen and 
especially the freshmen, find it hard to find 
time to shower and shave and it is doubly 
hard when there is no water around xto 
shower with. HOW ABOUT A REMEDY? 
WE NEED IT. 
WHILE I'M GRIPING 
I don't know whether some of you stu- 
dents have noticed it, but the loss of first 
barracks and the class bell has been playing 
havoc with getting to and from classes. It's 
not all the students' fault. Since there is 
no bell the class is dismissed by the watch 
of the professor. It seems narrow to gripe 
about a couple of little minutes, but those 
little minutes can cause you to be late to 
another class and that's what causes the 
trouble. The boys that have classes all over 
the campus are the ones hardest hit. It 
takes a good ten minutes to walk from 
main building to the Ag Engineering build- 
ing without the loss of minutes caused by . 
incorrect time pieces. I'm not too sure 
what can be done to fix this, but something 
should be done and right away. (BECAUSE 
SOME PROFESSORS COUNT THREE 
LATES AN ABSENCE.) 
THE LITTLE BLUE BOOKS 
I could be wrong btrt I can't say that I 
have a Blue Key directory yet. The semes- 
ter is half gone and they still have not been 
given out. I never realized the value of 
the books until now. I'm lost. Without 
the directory it is like wandering around in 
the dark when you want to look someone 
up. How about it, fellows—we need them. 
AND THAT brings me to the APO blotters. 
I've been told that they were delivered. I 
haven't seen one in my room nor in any 
room on my company. I can't recollect 
seeing one anywhere on the campus. Some- 
one must be collecting them for a rainy day. 
ALL NEWS IS NOT BAD NEWS 
NEWS IN BRIEF 
The alumni of the school seem to have 
been favorably impressed by the work going 
on here. Some of them just couldn't get 
over the new dorms. (They aren't the only 
ones.) V 
The decorations for Homecoming were 
good. Congratulations .to Company C-3 on 
winning the company competition for the1 
best decor; 
The football team did a real fine job last 
week-end. If they play Maryland as good 
a game as they did Furman the first half, 
we're going to beat them. 
Orchids to the Jungaleers for a great 
dance last week-end. Everyone I've talked 
to thought they did a wonderful job. ' 
Oscar really has 'em guessing this semes- 
ter. • Wonder who it is. 
I've heard very good comments about the 
job Eddie (Red) Andrews did substituting 
for George Bennet at the Furman game 
Saturday. 
THE POET'S CORNER 
Get out your long undies, turn up the heat, 
Close the blinds, but don't go to sleep. 
Blue slips are coming and they ain't no 
winner, 
So settle down for a long, cold winter, 
as usual 
-:-  DiSCO-PA-TION  -:- 
A Word To The Wise 
By WAYNE DAVIS 
"We all make mistakes in all kinds of 
ways, but the man who can claim that he 
never says the wrong thing can consider 
himself perfect, for if he can control his 
tongue he can control every other part of 
his personality! Men control the move- 
ments of a large animal like the horse with 
a tiny bit placed in its mouth. And in the 
case of ships, for all their size and the mo- 
mentum they have with a strong wind be- 
hind them, a very small rudder controls 
their course according to the helmsman's 
wishes. The human tongue is physically 
small, but what tremendous effects it can 
boast of! A whole forest can be set ablaze 
by a tiny spark of fire, and the tongue is 
as dangerous as any fire with vast potential- 
ities for evil. It can poison the whole body, 
it can make the whole of life a blazing hell. 
Beasts, birds, reptiles and all kinds of sea- 
creatures can be, and in fact are, tamed by 
man,   but   no   con . can   tame   the   hu- 
Assistant Cadet Chaplain 
break out, and the poison it spreads is dead- 
ly. We use the tongue to bless our Father, 
God, and we use the same tongue-to curse 
our fellowmen, who are all created in God's 
likeness. Blessings and curses come out of 
the same mouth—surely, my brothers, this 
is the sort of thing that never ought to hap- 
pen! Have you ever known a spring to 
give sweet and bitter water simultaneous- 
ly? Have you ever seen a fig tree with a 
crop of olives, or seen figs growing on a 
vine? It is just as impossible for a spring 
to give fresh and salt water at the same 
time." (Jas. 3:2-12 Phillip's Translation). 
The words above need no explanation, 
for in his translation of the New Testament 
Epistles, J. B. Phillips brings out in vivid 
style the pointed words of the Apostle. 
Much of the "trash mouth" heard over the 
week-end is inexcusable. To many it 
brought on embarrassing situations. The 
user is always the one t6 suffer the most. 
The new "juice sh6p" is a wel- 
come addition to the campus. The 
first thing that I noticed was the 
high-fidelity unit that slightly re- 
sembles what is termed as a "juke 
box." There are several very 
good selections that may be en- 
joyed for only ten cents (five 
cents for the record and five cents 
for a cup of their very good cof- 
fee.) 
Mr. X was sitting in the new 
high-fidelity room next to the 
student lounge, enjoying an ex- 
cellent recording of the New 
World Symphony, when in strolls 
Mr. S. (S for square). Mr. S 
sits down and pretends to enjoy 
the music. (Actually he doesn't 
know Beethoven's Fifth from 
Vodka's Fifth). After the music 
is over Mr. X decides that he 
would like to hear something in 
a lighter vein, and puts on June 
Christy's recording of Something 
Cool. This record has been ac 
claimed by experts in all fields 
of music—in fact, Mr. X's friend, 
who is a graduate of the Juilliard 
School of Music and has a degree 
of Doctor of Education in music 
from Columbia University, has 
commented very favorably on 
June Christy's singing ability. 
Now Mr. S. (square as ever) gets 
up and says, "I think I'll leave 
and come back when some MU- 
SIC is playing. 
When a person dislikes modern 
By Mack McDaniel 
or popular music, it is a matter 
of taste, but when he says that it 
is not music, he is merely display- 
ing his ignorance. There is more 
of an art form in a Richard Rog- 
ers or Jerome Kern song than 
in the music of many second rate 
"classical" composers. This cate- 
gory does not include of course 
the truly great composers. Mr. S 
(still square) has, of courss, never 
experienced the ultimate pleasure 
of truly fine classical music and 
only listens to it because he 
thinks that it is the proper thing 
to do. 
While thumbing through the 
fabulous magazine, Playboy ( I 
happened to notice an article on 
Louis Armstrong. The discovery 
of the article was very difficult 
since there are many other dis^ 
tracting features in the magazine. 
The lyrics to Satchmo's "Whif 
fenpoof Song" are printed. As the 
article says, "Satchmo Bops the 
Boppers." A few of the lines are: 
"From the tables up at Birdland 
to the place where Dizzy dwells 
In their beards and in the funny 
hats they love so well. They are 
poor little cats who have lost their 
way . . . There's Dixieland music 
they condemn but every wrong 
note they play is a gem." To 
quote the article, "With Dizzy Gil- 
lespie as their Grand Lama, Bop 
sters have proceeded to produce 
some mighty strange music. They 
have also given the language 
some new, very expressive super- 
latives (crazy, cool, the most, the 
greatest, the end), given humor, 
the bop joke, and the world of 
fashion, Dizzy's own beret, a goa- 
tee and bop glasses. Anybody 
who doesn't dig their new sound 
is in bobpalogy, a "cube" (a 3-D 
square)". 
What a crowd at the dance Sat- 
urday night. Everyone is catch- 
ing on. 
It was a surprise to see Dave 
Brubeck's picture on the cover of 
the November 8th issue of Time 
Magazine. The eight page arti- 
cle on jazz is very good. It in- 
cludes pictures of the Gerry Mul- 
ligan quartet, Chet Baker, Errol 
Garner, Art Tatum, Ella Fitz- 
gerald, Oscar Peterson and Buddy 
De Frances. The article is, of 
course, mainly about the Brue- 
beck group. 
Each time the Jungaleers do 
Shake, Rattle and Roll it gets a 
little more crazy. Since the trum- 
puts have no musical part, they 
have appointed themselves as 
clowns. They get better every 
time. 
The Les Brown Concert at the 
Palladium is a great album. Se- 
lections by the great "band of 
renown" include: Speak Low. 
Rain, Street of Dreams, Browns 
Little Jue, Begin the Beguine, 
Laura, One O'clock ' June, and 
Sentimental Journey. 
Vet's Corner   ;-: 
man tongue.   It is an evil always liable to     Let's try acting like gentlemen. 
Here are authoritative answers 
from the Veterans Administration 
to four questions of interest to 
former servicemen and their fam- 
ilies:: 
Q. I am an ex-WAC, planning 
to attend school under the Korean 
GI Bill. My husband is working. 
Will VA pay me the added GI al- 
lowance for a veteran with de- 
pendents, even though he is work- 
ing? 
A. No. You could claim the add- 
ed allowance for your husband 
only if he were in fact dependent 
upon you. 
Q. As a member of the Re- 
serves, I receive pay for attend- 
ing weekly meetings and going on 
active duty only two weeks each 
year. Will this pay be deducted 
from the monthly allowance I re- 
ceive as a student in college un- 
der the Korean GI Fill? 
A. No. Reserve pay will not be 
deducted from your GI allowance. 
Neither will any other outside 
earnings you may receive. Under 
the law, the monthly allowance 
for school-going veterans remains 
the same, regardless of outside in- 
come of any kind. 
Q. I have a permanent GI in- 
surance policy which lapsed sev- 
eral months ago. To reinstate, I 
understand I will have to pay all 
back premiums. Will I also be 
required to  pay interest  on  the 
premiums? 
A. Yes. You will be required to 
pay interest at the stipulated rate 
of your type of policy. 
Q. I am thinking about paying 
the additional premium on my GI 
insurance policy, so that if I be- 
come totally disabled for six 
months or more I will receive a 
monthly payment from VA. If I 
should become disabled, would 
these payments I receive be de- 
ducted from the face amount of 
the policy? 
A. No. Monthly payments for 
total disability for which you are 
paying extra premiums do not de- 
crease the face , amount of your 
GI insurance policy.. 
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that at last Feahead Cooper is 
in the "Queen Dater" class. You 
did all right for yourself, Short 
Boy. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that to keep every one posted, 
It was Bob Parker who played 
drop-the-rifle Saturday. However 
if he (Oscar) posted everyone that 
messed up in either platoon, there 
wouldn't be enougn room for any- 
thing else in the paper. 
—OSCAR 8AYS- 
that he's a good one to talk, but 
Eddie "Red" Andrews really 
shocked the troops Saturday. I'm 
cleaning up this column, so let's 
you clean up the cheers. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that anyone who will publicize 
their "run" to North Carolina 
just to make this column is pretty 
low. On second thought you're 
so low anyway that nobody wants 
* to see* your name in print. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he's heard, seen, and smell- 
ed enough of the Band to last for- 
ever. If your "Wagon Wheels" 
learn how, come back and we'll 
let you play at the Freshman 
games. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that Florence is really proud 
of Tommy "Whale" Taylor and 
Carl "Rughead" Zimmerman. You 
two are the first to date the same 
girl for the same dance. What's 
the matter, can't, you characters 
dig up enough personality be- 
tween you? 
-OSCAR  SAYS— 
that the Tigers are headed to 
University of Maryland. All the 
luck to you! Then on to the 
Orange Bowl. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that if Moodye Clary's brain 
worked like his mouth he (Clary 
would be the smartest human on 
earth. Be at ease, Worry Wart, 
and listen, you might learn some- 
thing. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) has written 
down the Homecoming Queen as 
a Queen in his book, too. Too bad 
she had to be dating a tweetie- 
pie. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that the troops really turned out 
for this dance and he (Oscar) 
really saw some of the troops 
with their hair down. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) thinks that Joe 
Tinsley has struck gold this time. 
Too bad Joe it's all in her teeth! 
•—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that the C. D. A. had better 
have a big band for the next 
dance or he (Oscar) is really go- 
ing to let the troops know some- 
thing big. 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) wonders how 
Carl got strangled. Trouble with 
Bob? Rough on the head also, eh 
Duke? 
—OSCAR  SAYS— 
that Hot lips Harrison was real- 
ly playing big deal this weekend. 
You're lucky she came up here 
for you. 
—OSCAR SAYS— 
that he (Oscar) saw a lot of 
"Old Grads" and was blad to talk 
to a lot of old friends. How about 
one of these every weekend, 
Troops. 
Letters To 
Tom Clemson 
Dear Tom, 
I know you must be tired of 
hearing   complaints,   however,   I 
would like to voice my opinion, 
and the opinion of several others 
,to whom I have    talked,    about 
i something that happened this past 
I weekend. 
The   CDA   sold   dance   tickets 
fcvery day last week after lunch 
|nd supper, and after asking one 
the members, I was told that 
'block tickets would also be sold 
at the door Friday night.    Tom, 
you   can   imagine   my    surprise 
when I arrived at the dance Fri- 
day night,  and  was  told  that I 
would    have    to    buy    separate 
tickets for Friday  and Saturday 
nights dances.   My date was with 
me, and, naturally, I had to either 
buy the ticket or create a very 
embarrassing    situation.    Had  I 
been alone, I know of one ticket 
the CDA would not have sold. 
, I realize that all of the block 
tickets were sold, and that there 
was not enough time to have more 
printed;   but   why   couldn't   the 
j CDA sell a pair  of tickets,  one 
for each dance, for the price of 
a block ticket?    It would  have 
been little trouble to keep a rec- 
lord of tickets sold in pairs, and 
I the results would have been the 
I same.   As it was, some of us feel 
{that  the  CDA  bettered  its  own 
I cause at our expense. 
All semester, the CDA has been 
[asking   for   the   support   of   the 
I Student body so that we can have 
la   big  name  band   at   our  next 
Idance,    and   judging   from   the 
•crowds both nights, they got the 
Isupport they wanted.    But, Tom, 
|how long will they keep this sup- 
port when they tell the students' 
one thing, and then do something 
iifferent?   Some of us have dates 
nat,   for   one   reason   or  other, 
Jon't know until the last minute 
yhether or not they will be able 
|to come to Clemson on Friday and 
tome of us just aren't able to get 
fnough money before Friday to 
auy a block ticket.   Certainly the 
2DA should realize this, and make 
^ome plans to have enough block 
ickets for those who want them. 
Tom, you can see that I'm not 
complaining about the dance it- 
elf.   The Jungaleers, in my opin- 
ion, are hard to beat, and they 
per* at their best this past week- 
The decorations were excel- 
fnt, and after the bleacher situa- 
Son was  explained, I heard no 
ifavorable   comments.    I   think 
everyone had a wonderful time, 
id I know the CDA will con- 
tinue to have dances just as good 
.id better than this one. 
But at the next dance, Tom, if 
sre're told that we can buy block 
ickets   at   the   door   on   Fridag 
(light,  let's   hope   we   aren't   let 
Sown like we were this time. 
Yours truly, 
Jerry Martin, '56 
Dear Tom, 
Since this column is the place 
for the students to blow off their 
steam, I would like to add my 
two cents worth on the present 
situation on the campus. 
It seems that about half the 
time when the students come in 
after supper and looking forward 
to a nice hot shower, they are due 
for a mighty big disappointment. 
For some reason, there just isn't 
any hot water most of the time. 
I know that this sounds like 
some trivial matter that has been 
thoughtlessly or carelessly over- 
looked, but I am sure that all the 
fellows would appreciate having 
this convenience to which they 
are entitled. 
Sincerely, 
E. E.  Hayden, Jr., '56 
The chemistry department does 
numerous research projects. The 
two outstanding contracts which it 
now holds are with the Atomic 
Energy Commission and the De- 
partment of Health and Welfare. 
The contract with the A. E. C. is 
to study the effects of radio-active 
isotopes on organic matter. The 
contract with the D. H. & W. is 
to study the determination of the 
flourine in water. ' 
Dr. Hunter says that there is 
evidence that the chemistry 
department will increase in size 
now that the college is going 
co'-educational. In fact the first 
two girls to formally apply for 
admission in the fall have in- 
dicated that they intend to ma- 
jor in chemistry. This is indeed 
a step in the forward direction. 
The chemistry department here 
at Clemson is one of the most up- 
to-date ones in the country. One 
of the main reasons is the careful 
planning and work of Dr. Hunter 
and his able staff. 
Dr. Hunter, Dean Of The 
School Of Chemistry 
By DAN RICHARDS 
Clemson College is indeed fortunate to have Dr. Howard 
Louis Hunter as the head of the school of chemistry. 
Mr. Hunter first came to Clemson in September of 1928 
to serve as an assistant professor of chemistry. 
The main reason Mr. Hunter 
came to Clemson was that the col- 
lege sent a representative to Cor- 
nell University to offer him a po- 
sition in the department. This 
was his first contact with the col- 
lege. When he came south he 
planned to stay only about a year, 
but upon his arrival, he liked the 
place so much that he decided to 
stay. 
Dr.  Hunter  attended  Cornell 
University where he majored in 
inorganic   chemistry.    He   was 
awarded   his   B.   C.   degree   in 
1925.    Then upon the comple- 
tion of his post-graduate work 
he was awarded a Ph. D. 
He is a member of several clubs, 
fraternities,   and   church   groups. 
He is a member of the Fellowship 
Club and has served as the pres- 
ident of that organization.   He al- 
so belongs to the Forum Club and 
has served as its president, also. 
(This club is  one  of the oldest 
faculty clubs on the campus.) 
He and his wife are both mem- 
bers of the Presbyterian Student 
Committee. Mr. Hunter is a mem- 
ber of Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Kappa 
Phi, and Sigma Xi. He is also a 
member of The Blue Key, The 
Tiger Brotherhood, The Western 
Carolina Chemical Society, and 
The Oakridge Institute of Nucleur 
Research. 
Mr.    Hunter's    hobbies    are 
gardening and collecting stamps. 
He said that he needed one for 
indoors as well as outdoors. 
He was married to Miss Roxana 
Eaton in 1932.    He and his wife 
have two children.   A son and a 
daughter.   Their daughter, who is 
twenty years old, is working for 
her Masters  degree in music  at 
Columbia University.   Their eigh- 
teen year old son is a senior at 
Clemson.   He is majoring in pre- 
medicine. 
When asked what the most in- 
teresting phase of his work was 
he said that teaching was by all 
means. He teaches second semes- 
ter freshman chemistry and 
Chemical Literature for chemistry 
majors. 
Dr. Hunter served as the head 
of  the  textile   chemistry  depart- 
ment during the 1931-32 session. 
From  1941  to  1945 he took 
a leave of absence from the col- 
lege to go to M. I. T. to do re- 
search work in chemical war- 
fare.   He had the rank of Ma- 
jor and was later promoted to 
Lt. Colonel in the reserve.   He 
is now, however, retired from 
military life. 
Dr. Hunter was made the dean 
of chemistry in 1947. His duties 
as the dean consist of the over-all 
supervision of the school of chem- 
istry. 
The new building, which houses 
all of the department, was con- 
structed at the cost of one-half of 
a million dollars. The building 
was in the planning stage for over 
two years. It was designed by 
the firm of Hampkin, Baker, and 
Gill. 
Clemson Students 
Present Program 
At U. of Tennessee 
This Tuesday night a group of 
Clemson students presented a pro- 
gram at the University of Ten- 
nessee. The program centered 
around the theme, "The Five 
Gifts of Christianity." Taking part 
on the program were Lawrence 
Starkey, John Duffie, Dave Moul- 
ton, Bobby Arnold, and Lewis 
Cromer. Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff 
of the Clemson YMCA accompan- 
ied the group to Knoxville. 
While in Knoxville, the students 
were quartered in the Phi Sigma 
Kappa and the Alpha Tau Omega 
fraternity houses. The young men 
were the guests of the University 
and went on a conducted tour of 
the Agricultural and Dairying 
Buildings there. The new Stu- 
dent Center was also noted. 
The group arrived in Knoxville 
Monday night in time to hear Dr. 
D. D. S. Crane, a noted Methodist 
minister who was conducting a 
weekly service at the First Meth 
odist Church there. Tuesday af- 
ternoon, the party visited Oak 
Ridge and attended the United 
States Atomic Museum lecture 
there. The group swapped ideas 
with a similar group of Tennes 
see students Tuesday morning. 
Lawrence Starkey presided 
over the program Tuesday night. 
Dave spoke on the subject, 
"What Christianity Offers to 
the World," John Duffie, Bob- 
by Arnold, and Lewis Cromer 
then made related talks. Lewis 
and Betty Jo Allen of U. T. gave 
the special music for the pro- 
gram. 
PROF. JOSEPH LINDSAY 
Professor Lindsey Great Help 
To All Textile Students 
By WALTER GUNNELL, JR. 
The students of the Clemson College School of Textiles 
have reason to be proud. Not only is it one of the largest 
and most well equipped in the country; it ''also has a very 
fine and capable staff, one of the favorites of which is Pro- 
fessor Joseph Lindsay, Jr. 
Mr. Lindsay came to Clemson 
in 1935 as head of the Textile 
Chemistry and Dyeing Depart- 
ment, a position he still holds. 
He received his A. B. degree 
from Erskine College in 1919. 
While a student at Erskine, Pro- 
fessor Lindsay also quarterbacked 
for the football team and roamed 
the outfield for the baseball team. 
After graduation from Erskine 
Mr. Lindsay studied chemistry at 
the University of North Carolina 
and the University of Chicago. He 
alsp studied Textile Chemistry at 
the Philadelphia Textile School 
and The University of Tennessee, 
where he received his M. S. de- 
gree in Textile Chemistry in 1945. 
Before coming to Clemson Pro- 
fessor Lindsay was associated 
with The General Dyestuff's Cor- 
poration for nine years. He was 
a technical representative and in 
charge of the Charlotte Labora- 
tory for 6 years. 
At present Mr. Lindsay is Na- 
tional Councilor for the National 
Association  of   Textile   Chemists 
Dr. Farrar Addresses 
Fertilizer Industry 
Conference Here 
More than 300 representatives 
of the fertilizer industry were 
present for the annual South Car- 
olina Fertilizer Conference held 
at Clemson November 3 and 4. 
The group included experts in 
the field of fertilizer from many 
of the experiment stations 
throughout South Carolina. 
Dr. M. D. Farrar, dean of the 
School of Agriculture, made the 
opening remarks of the conven- 
tion at the Clemson House Wed- 
nesday afternoon, November 3. 
Dr. Farrar stressed the import- 
ance of better farming, resulting 
in more profitable production. 
Bruce D. Cloaninger, head of 
the Department of Fertilizer In- 
spection and Analysis and in 
charge of the arrangements com- 
mittee, said that this was one of 
the best-attended conferences that 
the group had ever held. 
The group heard talks Wednes- 
day afternoon by some of the out- 
standing men in the field of fer- 
tilizer and soils. One of the high- 
lights of the afternoon session was 
a tour of the. Clemson College 
campus and experiment station 
pastures. 
Dr. Ivan E. Miles, leader of ex- 
tension agronomy work at Mis- 
sissippi State College, was the 
principal speaker at a banquet 
held for the group at the Clemson 
House Wednesday night. Dr. Miles 
was introduced by Dr. W. R. 
Paden, agronomist of the South 
Carolina Agricultural Experiment 
Station, after Dr. R. F. Poole, 
president of Clemson College, wel- 
11 Members Attend 
Sirrine Foundation 
Meeting Held Here 
The J. E. Sirrine Foundation, 
holding its fifth convention at 
Clemson in recent years, met here 
November 5 and 6 to transact bus- 
iness of the Foundation. Dr. R. 
F. Poole, president of Clemson 
College, said that the meeting was 
a successful one and praised the 
Foundation as being a large factor 
in the success of the program of 
the college School of Textiles. 
Friday night, D. W. Watkins. 
director of the South Carolina Ex- 
tension Service; Dr. M. D. Farrar 
dean of the School of Agriculture: 
and Dr. George B. Nutt, head of 
the Agricultural Engineering De- 
partment, gave reports on cotton 
experiments and extension activi- 
ties of the college. On Saturday 
morning, Dr. Hugh M. Brown, 
dean of the School of Textiles, 
made a report on the expansion 
and progress of the textile school. 
Mr. George M. Wright of Abbe- 
ville, president of the Sirrine 
Foundation, presided at the meet- 
ing. Eleven members of the 
Foundation attended the meeting, 
and five others were unable to 
be present. 
and Colorist and also chairman of 
the Student Award Committee for 
that same organization. He is an 
honorary member of the Phi Psi 
Fraternity and recently became 
an honorary member of the Tiger 
Brotherhood. He is an elder in 
the Presbyterian Church and on 
the advisory board for the Y. M. 
C. A. 
Mr. Lindsay is married to the 
former Miss Bertha Pressly of 
Due West, who is also an Erskine 
graduate. They have one son 
Joseph, of whom they are very 
proud, and they have good reason 
to be. He graduated from Clem 
son in June 1954 with the highest 
honor in Pre-Medicine and is now 
continuing his studies at Emory 
Uiversity in Atlanta. 
Yes, we the students are for- 
tunate to have one of such cali- 
bre in our midst. We are glad he 
is here. Professor Lindsay we 
salute, you! / 
TICK ETS 
New initiates in the American Society of Civil 
Engineers are (kneeling, left to right) B. Ashley, 
B. P. Marcoux, P. W. Stokes, L. F. Pace, and E. 
L.  Spearman.    (Standing, left to right)   R. B. 
Price, O. I. Snapp, H. W. Murphree, D. S. Ro- 
zendale, J. T. Day, J. W. Parker, and K. H. 
Kelly.    (TIGER photo by Lud Phillips). 
HALES 
Registered Jewelers • • American Gem Society 
"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856" 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
NOTICE 
An important meeting of the 
ICalhoun-Clemson PTO will be 
Iheld Monday night, November 
llS, at eight o'clock in the school. 
■Mr. Carlisle Holler, director of 
|a department of education in 
"olumbia. will speak on high 
chool curricula. All parents 
i urged to attend. 
TIGER TAVERN 
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
HOURS: 7 A. M. TIL MIDNIGHT 
WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES! 
See the Newest 
Top Coats in 
America! 
3-4 Length .... 
Duel Vents .... 
PLAYER OF THE WEEK: 
BUCK GEORGE 
Get your Free Lucky 
Tickets Here! 
ESQUIRE 
"Shops For Men" 
Clemson   - -   Greenville 
corned the group to the campus. 
On Thursday morning a num- 
ber of speeches were given by 
experts in fields relating to the 
production and use of fertilizers. 
At Thursday noon the meeting 
was adjourned. 
Quickly, Comfortably, Dependably 
by GREYHOUND 
Atlanta, Ga.  
Athens, Ga.  
Augusta, Ga.  
Columbia, S. C. 
Charlotte, N. C.  
Greenville, S. C. — 
Anderson, S. C.  
Charleston, S. C. — 
Greenwood, S. C  
Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. _. 
Spartanburg, S. C. . 
Washington, D. C. . 
_$3.05 
. 1.95 
. 3.60 
3.10 
- 3.46 
. .80 
_ .45 
. 6.00 
- 1.65 
_ 6.75 
. 4.15 
. 1.55 
_10.55 
New York, N. Y. . 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Anniston, Ala. — 
Montgomery, Ala. 
Jacksonville, Fla. 
Miami,  Fla.  
Tampa,  Fla — 
Asheville, N. C. ... 
Hendersonville, N. C. 
Hickory, N. C.  
Durham, N. C.  
Ealeigh, N. C  
 15.00 
 6.55 
  5.20 
 6.70 
 8.60 
 14.50 
 12.05 
 2.40 
 1.85 
  3-95 
  7.10 
  7.40 
Seneca Rd. — Phone 5220 
GREYHOUND 
What have VICEROYS got 
that other 
filter tip cigarettes 
haven't got ? 
^€:. 
THE ANSWER IS 
20,000 FILTERS 
IN EVERY VICEROY TIP 
Inside every Viceroy tip is a yast network 
of 20,000 individual filters to filter your 
smoke over and over again. You get only 
the full, rich taste of Viceroy's choice to- 
baccos . . . and Viceroys draw so freely. 
Yes, you get Viceroy's remarkable new 
tip... with 20,000 individual filters ... 
plus king-size length for only a penny or 
two more than cigarettes without filters. 
WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING 
FILTER TIP CIGARETTE 
New 
King-Size 
FilterTip 
VICEROY 
Only o Penny or Two Mon» then Cigarettes Without Fittote 
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Bengals To Tangle With Maryland Saturday, Nov. 13 
—*» 
By LEWIS CROMER 
HARRASSING THE HURRICANE 
This Saturday afternoon, the Clemson Tigers showed the 
Furman Purple Hurricane that the Tiger still had plenty of 
teeth left. The Tigers, featuring Don King in the starring 
role, drubbed the outmanned but game Hurricane crew 27-6. 
Around 17,000 fans braved the afternoon chill to witness 
the contest. The halftime ceremony was most impressive 
and the Homecoming Queen, Miss Laurie Farr (one of U. 
S. C.'s few bright spots) certainly looked the part. 
"Popping John" Popson was held in check throughout the 
evening. Prior to the Clemson encounter, Popson ranked 
high among the Southern Conference yardage gainers. The 
big Bengal forward wall, however, proved his undoing. His 
longest gallop in the Tiger tilt was a scant seven yard pick- 
up on the first Hurricane running play of the afternoon. 
LOWERING THE AVERAGE 
The big Tiger line, which ranked sixth in the nation last 
week, rose to the occasion again this Saturday and held the 
Hurricane to a phenomenal low of 15 yards gained rushing 
in the entire contest. This low figure should raise the Tig- 
ers several notches this week in the national ladder. 
Throughout the season, the lines of both the "B" and "K" 
units have played great ball and have been instrumental, 
more than any other single factor, in the Clemson boys' suc- 
cess. 
Another phase of the Clemson defense looked quite sharp 
in the Furman encounter-pass defense. The Hornets struck 
for only 77 yards through the air in the entire contest. This 
was the smallest net gain through the airways for a Clem- 
son opponent thus far this season. Pass defense has been 
our weagest link and has cost us dearly this year. 
In the Furman game, though, Buck George, Don King, 
Joel Wells, and several others looked great on pass defense. 
Time and again, the Clemson secondary would break up 
the Hornet heaves, or rock the receivers' so hard that they 
parted company with the pigskin. 
FRESHMAN GAME OF INTEREST 
This coming Saturday, the Duke Blue Imps will invade 
Clemson for an encounter with our freshman team. Our 
freshmen broke their loss string when they won their tilt 
with the Wake Forest Little Deacons on their last outing. 
The Wake Forest tilt was the first home game for 
Banks McFadden's boys and a fairly large crowd was on 
hand to see the game. This large turnout was one of 
the main factors in the Baby Bengals' win. The fresh- 
men show lots of spunk and this year's team is much 
better than the record would indicate. Two of their 
three losses were by the slim margin of a single point. 
The other was also only a few points difference in score. 
Anyone who sees the game Saturday will certainly see a 
fine game. These boys play hard and are well worth the 
seeing. Here's hoping that those troops who miss the Mary- 
land game this weekend will give our freshmen a lookover 
here Saturday night. 
TALKING TERPY 
This Saturday, the varsity tangles with what many peo- 
ple regard as "the toughest team in the ACC, Mighty Mary- 
land." Maryland, last year's mythical national champs, 
have had a bit of rough sledding this season. Coach Ta- 
tum's Terps have fallen to U. C. L. A., and Miami.^ The 
Deacons of Wake Forest also surprised the Terrapins when 
they tied the Marylanders 13-13 in a game that the experts 
had tagged a "track meet." 
This game will probably be Clemson's toughest game of 
the season, and though the predictors will have them a 14-20 
point underdog at game time, the Bengals will be in there 
fighting all the way. An upset could well be in the making. 
The Tigers are at top strength. 
Maryland's star quarterback, Charlie Boxold, was injured 
in an earlier tussle but his understudy, a soph named Frank 
Tamburello, has guided the Terrapins to great heights in 
his absence. In Dick Bielski, the Marylanders have the 
ACC's hardest running fullback. 
HIGH SCHOOL HARANGUE 
Among many high school football players attending 
Homecoming at Clemson this past week-end was Green- 
wood High School's quarterback sensation Harvey White. 
White, this season has had phenomenal success at the helm 
of the Emeralds. Greenwood has only lost on? prep tussle 
this campaign. , 
Harvey is an excellent field general, can pass and kick, 
and is one of the state's prep leaders in rushing. White is 
only a junior in high school, but is already looking toward 
choosing his college. Harvey likes Clemson and will proba- 
bly attend in the fall of 1957. He would be a welcome ad- 
dition to Clemson's team, (or anybody else's for that mat- 
ter. 
ORANGE JUICE, ANYONE? 
With the fall of Duke and South Carolina this week, the 
Ace is turning their attention toward other clubs who 
might be the circuit's representative on New Year's Day 
in the Orange Bowl. Foremost in the picture is the hust- 
ling Maryland aggregation. The Terps seem to have the 
inside track and a victory over Clemson Saturday would 
virtually assure them of a bid. 
Right behind the Terps are our own Tigers, who, de- 
spite three losses, still remain a Bowl contender. Should 
Coach Howard's charges upset the apple cart in this 
week's game and again against the Auburn Plainsmen 
the following week, it may be Orange juice on New 
Year's Day for the Bengals.     Only time will tell. 
Tiger end Walt Laraway snags a pass hurled by 
Don King in the fourth quarter of the Clemson- 
Furman tilt Saturday.    Hamp Hunter (64)  can 
itfl 
be    seen    moving in on the play.    The Tigers 
emerged triumphant in the contest, 27-6. 
Country Gentlemen Bounce Furman By A Score Of 21-6 
At Homecoming Game BeforeCrowd Of 18,000 Excited Fans 
King and Wells Shine for Bengals; 
Tiger Defensive Line Outstanding 
By BILL LEITNER 
A mighty Tiger arose last Saturday afternoon to throttle 
the Purple Hurricane of Furman, 27-6 before a Homecoming 
crowd of 18,000.. Showing their best form yet, the Tigers 
completely crushed the Hurricane and dominated play 
throughout the game. 
The contest, witnessed by alum- 
ni from all over the South was the 
height of the Homecoming Week- 
end. The pre-game activities saw 
the Clemson Corps of Cadets 
parade onto the field and salute 
the visiting Furmanites and the 
returning graduates. As the band 
played "Tiger Rag" the Corps 
filed into the stands and perform- 
ed card tricks for the benefit of 
the spectators across the way. 
The halftime show was highlight- 
ed by the crowning of the Home- 
coming Queen, Miss Laurie Farr 
of Columbia. Miss Farr was 
crowned by Dr. Frank Jervey, 
president of the alumni corpora- 
tion. She and her court were 
honored by the Pershing Rifles, 
Senior Platoon and Clemson Band 
who comprised the military es- 
cort. The two crack drill units 
also went through their maneu- 
vers to delight the thousands. 
The game itself was a rough 
and tumble contest. It featured 
some of the most bruising line 
play seen in Memorial Stadium in 
many years. The great Bengal 
forward walls smacked Furman's 
rushing record all to pieces by 
holding the Hurricane to 15 yards 
on the ground. The "K" unit line 
led by Wingo Avery and Scott 
Jackson made life particularly 
rough on the Furman "Hosses". 
In the meantime the Bengal 
backs were rolling for 258 
yards and 16 first downs on the 
ground.. Joel Wells and Don 
King had tot much speed for 
the I3tron Men" as they gained 
78 and 57 yards respectively. 
In the air the game was more 
even with the Wind netting 77 
yards on six completions while 
Charlie Bussey and Don King 
found three targets for 88 yards. 
Few penalties and sportsman- 
ships highlighted the contest. Fur- 
man lost no yardage due to penal- 
ties and Clemson only 39 yards. 
Both teams displayed fine sports- 
   
manship and more than once an 
opposing warrior called time for 
an injured player to be taken care 
of. 
It was a great team victory 
for the Tigers but the game 
proved that Dandy Don King is 
his old self again. Handicapped 
by a bad knee all season, Don 
had shown his last year's form 
only in spots, but he lived up to 
his rating of the top player in 
South Carolina Saturday. The 
entire "K" unit played great 
ball. Avery, Jackson, White, 
and DeSimone anchored a line 
that was hungry for "Hurricane 
Meat." The "B" unit again 
proved they're the boys who 
chug chug along and then boom 
they're gone. Dick Marazza 
and^B. C. Inabinet sparked for 
the "B" line while Charlie Bus- 
sey and Buck George again 
shone in the backfield. 
Furman's John Popson though 
held to 17 yards rushing was 
plenty tough as he gained con- 
sistently through the line but was 
thrown for long losses whenever 
he tried the ends. Sophomore 
Charlie Carter's passing was an- 
other bright spot for the Purples. 
Popson kicked off to open the 
game, but the Tigers couldn't 
move and had to punt. The Hur- 
ricane didn't blow either and on 
fourth down Wingo Avery push- 
ed through to block Gus Pringlel's 
kick and fall on it on the Furman 
28. Joel Wells raced down the 
sideline to the 8 and Jolting Joe 
Pagliei carried it down to the 4 
and then over. King booted the 
extra point and the score was 
Tigers 7—Wind 0 early in the 
first quarter. The remainder of 
the  quarter  was  scoreless. 
Charlie Bussey. led the "B" 
unit in the field at the second 
quarter's start. Midway in the 
quarter, Buck George grabbed a 
Charlie Carter punt on the Tiger 
Coach Howard To Match Two 
Units Against Terps Saturday 
By BILL LINTON 
Clemson's Tigers journey to College Park, Maryfand, to 
take on the Terrapins of the University of Maryland. The 
Terps, fresh from a 42 to 14 victory over N. C. State, will be 
out to extend their win streak over the Tigers. The Terps 
hold a 2 win no loss record over the Bengals since the series 
started. Clemson, also fresh from a 27 to 6 triumph over 
Furman, will be out to try to avenge last year's.defeat at the 
hands of these same Terps. 
9 and roared to the 35. Bussey 
dropped back and hit Harry Hicks 
on the Furman 30. Hicks lateral- 
led to Buck George who went to 
the 26. The play covered 39 
yards. Big Buck carried the mail 
to the 4 where Bussey sneaked 
for a first down. George snaked 
over two plays later. Paredes 
converted for a 14-0 lead. 
A few minutes later the "K" 
unit came back in to stop the Pur- 
ples at the Bengal 29 and roared 
downfield for a TD. Joel Wells 
carried for 14 and then threw to 
Joe Pagliei on the Furman 21. 
Don King went back to pass, de- 
cided to run and hauled buggy 
across the double stripes for a 
20-0 lead. The PAT was short 
and the  scpre  stood. 
Joe Appello took the kickoff 
and raced through and around the 
Tigers before Don King brought 
him down on the Tiger 36. Time 
ran out as the Purples tried their 
passing aims in a vain attempt to 
score. 
The "B" unit started the third 
quarter and battered the Hurrican 
around but couldn't quite seem to 
score. A mixup at the Furman 13 
cost them what looked like a' 
sure TD. Then a roughness 
penalty cost them the balln as 
Furman got a first down at their 
own 4. The "K" unit came back 
in. 
After Joe Pagliei had boot- 
ed beautifully to the Fur- 
man four a Carter punt took a 
crazy hop and hit Joel Wells at 
the 43. Sidney Maddox recov- 
ered the oval for the Wind at 
the end of the third quarter. 
The Hurricane began to blow 
stronger in the final quarter. A 
pass and penalty gave them a 
first down on the Clemson 24. 
Another pass play and the Wind 
had blown for a TD. The PAT 
was no good. 
The Tigers got mad and took 
the kickoff and roared back on 
a 97 yard sustained drive for an- 
other TD. Don King, Joel Wells, 
Joe Pagliei, Kenny Moore and 
Billy O'Dell ate up the yardage. 
The Purples couldn't gain af- 
ter the kickoff and the reserves 
came in to grab a first down at 
the Clemson 41 as the game end- 
ed. Final score Clemson 27—Fur- 
man 6. 
Maryland has not quite lived 
up to the standard they set for 
themselves last season when they 
were the only major unbeaten 
and untied team in the U. S. 
Head Coach Jim Tatum, 
voted the 1953 "Coach of the 
Year" by his colleagues, lost 7 
of his starting 11 through grad- 
uation. He has not come up 
with the right combination as 
yet to assure the same "cracker- 
jack" football as was played 
by his teams during the last 
few years. The Terps have 
won 4, lost 2, and tied one so 
far this season. 
Coach Tatum thinks his co- 
captains, fullback Dick Bielski 
and center John Irvine, are two 
of the finest ball-players in the 
country. They are both great 
one-platoon players and form the 
nucleus of Maryland's backfield 
and line. Irvine acts as a coach 
on the field when he is in the 
game. 
The Terp's halfbacks lend a big 
lift to this year's team. It is a 
fast backfield, even a shade fast- 
er than last year's and last year's 
backs were by no means slow. 
The offense can not be frowned 
upon but the defense does not 
live up to what it has been in 
the past. The quarterback spot 
is handled by Charlie Boxold, a 
good runner, passer, and play 
analyst. He is backed up by Lynn 
Beightol and a fine sophomore 
prospect for future years, Frank 
Tamburello. 
The Terp halfback, senior Ron- 
nie Waller and junior Joe Horn- 
ing, have a great deal of experi- 
ence on both offense and defense. 
Waller, playing in the shadows 
of Chuch Hanulak for two sea- 
sons, has turned into one of the 
nation's best backs. Horing is a 
ten second man and sound as they 
come on defense. These two stars 
are backed up by most adequate 
oe-platoon players in Eddie Ver- 
eb, John Wercierowski, and a 
host of fine sophomores. 
George Palahunik and Jack 
Bowersox make up one of the 
finest guard duos in college foot- 
ball today. Both of these boys 
are two year veterans. With Pa- 
lahunik and Bowersox at the 
guards and Irvine at center the 
Terps should have a very solid 
forward wall. Junior Bob Pelli- 
grini and senior Dick Shipley lend 
outstanding support to the al- 
ready strong- guard position. 
The real rookies of the team, 
but a definite strong point, are 
the ends. Both were sophomores 
last year. One of the nation's 
finest is Bill Walker, whose 6-0 
frame carries only 185 pounds, 
who gives the impression he is 
any thing but an end. Walker 
was mentioned on many All 
American teams with an honor- 
able mention rating for his play 
last season. After the Alabama 
game last year he was selected as 
AP's "Lineman of the Week" "for 
his brilliant performance. At the 
other end is Russle Dennis. 
So far this year Maryland has 
defeated Kentucky, North Caro- 
lina, South Carolina, and N. C. 
State while being defeated by 
U. C. L. A. and Miami. The 
Terps managed to tie Wake 
Forest 13 to 13. 
Maryland has compiled 1347 
yards'rushing and they have com- 
pleted 24 of 62 passes for 376 
yards with a combined total of 
1,566 yards for the first 6 games 
of the season. 
Waller and Horning are the 
Terps' main threats along with 
fullback Dick Bielski. Waller 
has run up a total of 298 yards 
in 39 carries for an average of 
7.4 per carry.. Horning has an 
average of 8.4 per carry. Biel- 
ski is the work horse of the team 
with a 4.7 average on 61 trys. 
Through the air Boxold is the 
leader with 12 completions in 34 
attempts for 253 yA-ds and 2 
touchdowns. Tamburello is next 
in line attempting 1,6 and hitting 
on 7 of them. Walker is the main 
target for passes having caught 
passes  good  for  133  yards. 
Fullback Bielski is the leading 
scorer for the Terps with 4 TDs 
and 8 PATs for a total of 32 
points. 
C. White Picked 
To Play In Annual 
Blue-Gray Contest 
Clyde White, star Tiger 
right tackle, has been picked 
to play in the annual Blue-Grey 
game in December. Clyde is 
recognized as one of the best 
tackles in Southern football 
circles for the past two sea- 
sons. 
He is a senior with four years 
varsity experience, having earned 
his claws as a freshman as of- 
fensive tackle in the old two pla- 
toon system. He made the switch 
to two-way ball without a loss in, 
prestige last season and number 
51 has been a terror to opposing 
passers all season. 
Clyde was a high school star 
at Greenville High in his prep 
school days and was one of the 
most highly soughtafter players in 
South Carolina when he graduat- 
ed. He enrolled at Clemson in 
1951 and was immediately moved 
onto the varsity for his fine play. 
An education major, Clyde is 
one of Clemson's lucky married 
students. He and Dot live hers, 
on the campus in one of the pre- 
•fabs. Mrs. White works in the 
Extension Department as secre- 
tary. 
Clyde is one of the most dura- 
ble of the Tigers. To date ha 
has never missed a game or * " 
day of practice due to an in- 
jury. He possesses great 
strength and speed. This cou- 
pled with his fine form make 
him one of the most watched 
Bengals by the professional 
agents. 
BE SURE TO VISIT YOUR OFFICIAL 
COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY 
STORE FOR ALL OF YOUR 
SCHOOL NEEDS! 
Clemson Book Store 
CHECKS CASHED FREE OF CHARGE! 
* * * * 
FOR MAGAZINES, TOILET ARTICLES, 
SODAS AND SUNDRIES ... ITS THE 
L C. Martin Drug Co, 
CLEMSON THEATRE 
(The   Country   Gentlemen's  Theatre) 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Phone 6011 
THURS. - FRI. - SAT. 
Nov. 11, 12, and 13 
James Stewart in 
"REAR WINDOW" 
co-starring 
Grace Kelly and  Wendell Corey 
In Technicolor 
See   it  from  the  beginning 
PHONE 6011 for.SCHEDULE 
MONDAY AND TUESDAY 
Nov. 15 and 16 
"JULIUS CAESAR" 
starring 
Marlon Brando, James Mason 
Greet  Garson 
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY 
Nov. 17 and 18 
"ROGUE COP" 
starring 
Robert Taylor, Janet  Leigh and 
George  Raft 
J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC. 
—ENGINEERS— 
GREENVILLE/ SOUTH CAROLINA 
On Campus with 
{Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek? et&) 
DECEMBER AND MAY: ACT I 
Of all the creatures that inhabit the earth, none is so fair, so warm, 
so toothsome, as a coed. 
This is a simple fact, well-known to every campus male, and, to 
most campus males, a source of rejoicing. But not to all. To some, 
the creamy brows and twinkling limbs of coeds are a bane and a 
burden. To whom? To professors, that's whom. 
Professors, according to latest scientific advice, are human. Stick 
them and they bleed, pinch them and they hurt, ring a dinner bell 
and they salivate, comfront them with a round young coed and 
their ears go back, even as yours and mine. 
But, by and large, they contain themselves. After all, they are 
men of high principle and decorum, and besides, the board of regent* 
has got stoolies all over. So, by and large, they contain themselves. 
But not always. Every now and then a coed will come along who 
is just too gorgeous to resist, and a professor — his clutch worn out 
from years of struggle — will slip and fall. White though his hair, 
multitudinous though his degrees, Phi Beta Kappa though his key, 
he is as lovesick, moonstruck, and impaled as any freshman. 
But he's far worse off than any freshman. After all, a freshman 
can thump his leg, put on his linen duster, and take out after the 
coed with mad abandon. But what can the poor smitten prof do? 
How, in his position, can he go courting a young girl undergraduate? 
In this column and the next one, I am going to deal with this 
difficult question. I will relate to you, in the form of a two act play, 
an account of a professor's attempt to woo a coed. 
The scene is a typical office in a typical liberal arts building on 
a typical campus. In this shabby setting, we find two men, Professors 
Twonkey and Phipps. They are lumpy and bent, in the manner of 
English lit professors. 
PHIPPS : Twonkey, a terrible thing has happened to me. A terrible, 
ghastly thing! I've fallen in love with a coed. 
TWONKEY : Now, now, that's not so terrible. 
PHIPPS: Oh, but it is. Miss McFetridge—for that is her name-is 
a student, a girl of nineteen. How would her parents feel if they 
knew I was gawking at her and refusing my food and writing her' 
name on frosty windowpanes with my fingernail? 
TWONKEY : Come now, Phipps, no need to carry on so. You're not 
the first teacher to cast warm eyes at a coed, you know. 
PHIPPS : You mean it's happened to you too? 
TWONKEY: But of course. Many times. 
PHIPPS: What did you do about it? 
TWONKEY: Looked at their knees. It never fails, Phipps. No matter 
how pretty a girl is, her knees are bound to be knobby and bony and 
the least romantic of objects. 
PHIPPS: Not Miss McPetridge's—for that is her name. They are 
soft and round and dimpled. Also pink. 
TWONKEY: Really? Well, I'll tell you something, Phipps. If I 
ever found a girl with pink knees, I'd marry her. 
PHIPPS : It is my fondest wish, but how can I, a professor of fifty, 
start a courtship with a girl of 19? 
TWONKEY: Very simple. Ask her to come to your office for a 
conference late tomorrow afternoon. When she arrives, be urbane, be 
charming. Ask her to sit down. Give her a cigarette. 
PHIPPS: A Philip Morris. 
TWONKEY: But of course. 
PHIPPS: I just wanted to be sure you mentioned the name. They're 
paying for this column. 
TWONKEY : Give her a Philip Morris. 
PHIPPS: That's right. 
TWONKEY: Then light her Philip Morris and light one yourself. 
Say some frightfully witty things about English lit. Be gay. Be 
insouciant. Keep her laughing for an hour or so. Then look at your 
watch. Cry out in surprise that you had no idea it was this late. 
Insist on driving her home. 
PHIPPS: Yes, yes? 
TWONKEY: On the way home, drive past that movie house that 
shows French films. Stop your car, as though .on a sudden impulse. 
Tell her that you've heard the movie was delightfully Gallic and 
naughty. Ask her if she'd like to see it. 
PHIPPS: Yes, yes? 
TWONKEY: After the movie, say to her in a jocular, offhand way 
that after such a fine French movie, the only logical thing would be 
a fine French dinner. Take her to a funny little place you know, 
with candles and checked tablecloths. Ply her with burgundy and 
Philip Morris. Be witty. Be gay. Be Gallic . . . How can a nineteen 
year old girl resist such blandishments? 
PHIPPS : Twonkey, you're a genius! This will be like shooting fish 
in a barrel... But I wonder if it isn't taking unfair advantage of 
the poor little innocent. 
TWONKEY: Nonsense, Phipps. All's fair in love and war. 
PHIPPS: You're right, by George. I'll do it! 
(So ends Act I.   Next week, Act II) 
©Mil Shulmin, ISM 
This column is brought to you by the makers of PHILIP MORRIS 
who think you would enjoy their cigarette.     8 
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Baby Tigs To Tangle With Duke Freshmen 
Here Saturday Night In Final Game Of Season 
Ffesh from a rousing 19-6 victory over Wake Forest, the 
Clemson Baby Tigers will take on a very strong Duke Uni- 
versity frosh squad here Saturday night. The Baby Bengals 
are seeking their second, victory after two defeats by one 
point. 
Before the Wake Forest game 
the Cubs had shown defensive 
and offensive prowess, but on 
different nights. Against the Dea- 
cons they presented a rugged de- 
fense and a solid, well-balanced 
offense. 
In the Blue Devils, the frosh 
face a rough foe who ospanked 
Wake   Forest   33-7.   The   Little 
Devils use  the  usual  powerful 
Duke brand of the Split T. They 
are sparked by quarterback Ma- 
rion    Justice,   a  200    pounder 
from  Charlotte's Harding  High 
School.  Justice,  very fleet  for 
his  size,  is reputedly  the  best 
frosh back in the Carolinas. 
Coach McFadden has had good 
material to work with all season 
and the play  of    many  deserves 
mention. 
Sparking the attack all season 
has been quarterback Gene Crock- 
er of Gaffney. Against Wake 
Forest, Crocker raced 70 yards 
for a TD and directed the Cubs 
to two more. 
Fletcher Carter of Charleston. 
Bob Wright of Honea Path, and 
Bill Rogers of Mullins lead the 
halfbacks. Carter ; tallied twice 
against Wake Forest and scored 
the first Cub touchdown against 
Carolina by intercepting a pitch- 
out and racing across the goal 
untouched. 
Wright and Rogers are both 
veterans of service ball. Wright. 
a cousin of Don King, came into 
his own against Wake Forest with 
his slashing running style. Rog- 
ers, brother of varsity halfback 
Shot Rogers, has been a consist- 
ent ground gainer . all season, 
starring against N. C. State and 
Wake Forest. 
Fullback Olin Hunter from , 
Central is dw2cfed by his 
brother, Hampton, varsity cen- 
ter, when they stand together, 
but the younger Hunter leaves 
nothing to be desired as a back. 
Olin began the season as a 
reserve halfback, and entered 
the State Fair game as a reserve 
fullback. Against Carolina he 
was Clemson's chief running 
threat and against Wake Forest 
shone on pass defense. 
In the line, centers Talley 
Wright and Bill Neely have 
waged a battle for the starting 
role. Wright's blocking and de- 
fense were excellent against the 
Deacons, but the Rock Hill bred 
Neely refuses to allow Wright to 
let grass grow under his feet. 
Coach MacFadden smiles when 
you say "tackles." Here the 
Cubs have bruising Jack Bush of 
Atlanta, a 220 pounder, and Jim- 
my Thomason of Olanta. These 
two are rough and rugged on both 
offense and defense. Thomason 
appears to be the best line pros- 
pect on the, frosh eleven and his 
212 pounds should be a great help 
to Coach Howard next year. 
Bob Giles and John Gridijon 
head up the guards. The compe- 
tition for the guard slots has 
been keener than any other on 
the team, but these two have 
clearly established themselves as 
the boys to beat. 
Four pass catching ends head 
up the flankmeh. Bill Few of 
Rock Hill and Billy Breedlove of 
Abbeville, converted backs, have 
shown offensive and defensive 
prowess. Wyatt Cox has been Mr, 
Glue-Fingers on passes thrown 
his way, while Whitey Jordan's 
terrific defensive play has been 
his forte. 
Vollyball Games 
Dominate Play In 
Intramural Sports 
Interest in the "Y" intramural 
Volleyball tournament is begin- 
ning to mount as the competition 
grows keener between teams that 
remain in the race for the cham- 
pionship. 
Probably the best game played 
was. between C-l and the Mili- 
tary. C-l won out in a very ex- 
citing and interesting contest. The 
teams appeared evenly matched 
throughout the duel. 
Teams winning this week were 
D-3, D-4, B-3, C-2, A-l, C-l, A-2, 
and B-2. 
The pairings: 
D-3 vs D-4 Court 1 
B-3 vs C-2 Court 2. 
A-l vs C-2 Court 3. 
A-2 vs B-2 Court 4. 
All games will be played    on 
Nov.   10.  Winners  will  clash  on 
Nov.   12   with  the ■ championship 
game to be played oh Nov. 15. 
Buck George Wins 
Esquire Award for 
Saturday's Game 
This week's Esquire Shops for 
Men Award goes to Buck George, 
Tiger left halfback, for his con- 
sistently outstanding play 
throughout the season. 
Buck has been a stalwart in the 
Bengal backfield all season. In 
six games thus far he has lugged 
the leather 23 times for 143 yards. 
This averages out to 6.2 yards a 
carry, which is good in any man's 
league. But Buck has not been 
known as a runner this season. It 
has been his blocking and defen- 
sive play that has earned praise 
from his coaches and teammates 
This is a far cry from the Rock 
Hill native's freshman days. One 
of the most publicized prep school 
athletes ever to perrorm in the 
Carolinas, Buck came here strict- 
ly a great runner. He had tre- 
mendous athletic potentials but 
had never played defense and 
was only seldom called on to 
block from his tailback position 
for Rock Hill. 
Buck starred at wingback his 
freshman and sophomore years 
and learned his blocking funda- 
mentals ■ at this position. He 
learned them well and it was his 
blocking which sprung the other 
Bengal backs aloose for many 
long gains in the Florida game. 
In all Buck made 16 key blocks 
in that contest. 
Buck proved what a great nat 
ural athlete he is by adapting 
to two-way ball in one season. 
Before last year he had never 
played any defense, but he caught 
on so quickly he is now rated one 
of ths Tigers'top defensive backs. 
His pass defense has been more 
than adequate but his real forte 
has been his terrific defending 
against running plays corning his 
way. 
Team 
Maryland 
Duke 
Clemson 
North Carolina 
South Carolina 
Wake Forest 
Virginia 
N. C. State 
ACC   STATISTICS 
TEAM 
Total Offense 
Games Yards 
7 2023 
7 1969 
7 1863 
7 • 1806 
6 1533 
7 1671 
6 1334 
8 1588 
Forward Passing Offense 
Is 
Fans at the Clemson-Furman 
game were somewhat puzzled by 
the strange machine that was be- 
ing run up and down the Clemson 
side lines. They later found out 
that it was a new Ntype sideline 
marker being used unofficially 
with permission of the officials 
for the first time. 
Coach Frank Howard and his 
staff had the marker installed, be- 
lieving it will be an improvement 
in the "10 yard chain" for two 
reasons: 
.1. It will make the game ac- 
curate to a small fraction of an 
inch. 
2. It will speed up the game. 
The marker runs on a track 
laid about 5 yards from the side- 
line. The track is exactly paral- 
lel to the bench marks on the side 
of the field by which the side- 
lines are laid off. 
The machine has- a power cross 
hair sight, which is a true per- 
pendicular to the field of play. 
By putting the cross-hair of the 
light on the leading edge of the 
ball wherever it is,placed to be- 
gin a series of downs, a true dis- 
tance that the ball must go for a 
first down is quickly shown. A 
pointer on the mechanism marks 
the exact location of the begin- 
ning of a down, and the ending 
point is marked by a collapsible 
spring 10 yards from the starting 
point. 
y The track itself is laid in exact 
five yard lengths so that at any- 
time that there is a point from 
any required measurement might 
be made. 
Each time the ball is moved 
during the series of downs, the 
marker is moved, and on fourth 
downs it is very easy and accurate 
to look through the scope to see 
if a first down has been made. 
This eliminates the game-slowing 
' method of taking a chain on the 
field to measure. 
On incompleted forward passes, 
the ball can be brought back to 
the exact spot that it previously 
occupied. Penalties can be laid 
off exactly. In fact, it amounts 
to having a transit on the field. 
The model is hand made, but 
accurate in every respect. 
It is very probable that this 
method might be adopted by a 
good many schools. This method 
might be made nation wide be- 
♦jause of it's many good qualities. 
Team 
Clemson 
S. Carolina 
W. Forest 
Maryland 
Virginia 
Duke 
N. Carolina 
N. C. State 
Games 
7 
6 
7 
7 
6 
7 
7 
Att. 
76 
101 
110 
77 
81 
80 
88 
101 
Comp. 
33 
52 
43 
32 
34 
35 
44 
44 
Team 
Maryland 
Duke 
North Carolina 
Clemson 
South Carolina 
Wake Forest 
Virginia 
N. C. State 
Team 
Clemson 
Maryland 
Wake Forest 
South Carolina 
North' Carolina 
N. C. State 
Virginia 
Duke 
Team 
Clemson 
Maryland 
Wake Forest 
South Carolina 
N. C. State 
North Carolina 
Virginia 
Duke 
Bushing Offense 
Games 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
6 
a 
Total Defense 
Games 
7 
7 
7 
6 
7 
8 
6 
7 
Rushing Defense 
Games 
7 
7 
7 
6 
8 
7 
6 
7 
Forward Passing Defense 
Team           Games Att. Comp. 
N. Carolina 7 76 35 
S.   Carolina 6 81 29 
Duke 7 94 37 
N. C. State 8 108 49 
W. Forest 7 78 33 
Virginia 6 94 30 
Clemson 7 107 52 
Maryland 7 125 68 
Yards 
619 
515 
519 
506 
426 
497 
485 
457 
Yards 
1517 
1472 
1321 
1244 
1018 
1152 
908 
1131 
Yards 
1169 
1604 
1646 
1442 
1869 
2218 
1773 
2192 
Yards 
544 
872 
1503 
1021 
1578 
1461 
1259 
1675 
Yards 
408 
421 
517 
620 
593 
514 
625 
734 
Dashing Don King (66) hits daylight in the sec- 
ond period of Saturday's encounter. King scoot- 
ed twenty-six yards for a tally on this play, In 
spite of the efforts of several Furman Hornets. 
N. C. Clark Wins 
Swift & Company 
Essay Contest 
Niles C. Clark, Jr., an animal 
husbandry senior of Waterloo, 
wSs announced as the winner of 
a college essay contest sponsored 
by Swift and Company. Clark's 
paper was adjudged the best out 
of 21 papers submitted. 
The contest was the eighteenth 
annual contest sponsored by Swift 
and Cohipany. It was open to all 
undergraduate agriculture majors 
in state agricultural colleges. The 
contest was conducted so that one 
winner would be selected at each 
college, the judging to be done by 
college faculty members. The 
subject of the essay was set to 
be a discussion of the methods 
used in the meat-packing business 
to market meats, poultry, eggs, 
butter, and cheese. 
Clark's essay was entitled "A 
Consideration   of   the   Livestock 
Avg. 
289.0 
281.3 
266.1 
258.0 
255.5 
238.7 
222.3 
198.5 
Avg. 
8.8.4 
85,8 
74.1 
72.3 
71.0 
71.0 
69.3 
57.1 
Avg. 
216.7 
210.3 
188.7 
177.7 
169.6 
164.7 
151.3 
141.4 
Avg. 
167.0 
229.1 
235.1 
240.3 
267.0 
277.2 
2955 
313.1 
Avg. 
77.7 
124.5 
150.4 
170.1 
197.2 
208.7 
209.8 
239.3 
Avg. 
58.3 
70.1 
73.6 
77.5 
84.7 
85.6 
89.3 
104.8 
Football Previews 
And Prediclinos 
By Tiger Experts 
By Ferrell Prosser 
For the third straight week the 
Tiger experts have  made an av- 
erage of over .500.    Last week's 
average did not  top the record, 
but  it  did  not  pull  the   overall 
average down any.    After   some 
careful   study   the   Tiger   experts 
think  the   old    record    will    be 
broken this  coming  week-end. 
The Tigers of Clemson  clash 
with   the   Terrapins   of   Mary- 
land this coming  Saturday    in 
College Park.    Both teams are 
out for the bid to the  Orange 
Bowl in Miami.    Clemson will 
take the lead in the first half 
and keep it to win by a score 
dogs by a score of 28 to 7. 
South ' Carolina plays , Virginia 
a home ground this week. After 
the loss to North Carolina last 
week the Gamecocks will be on 
the war path to redeem them- 
selves. Virginia wi11 also be on 
the war path and should take the 
game 21 to 6. 
The Tar Heels of North Caro- 
lina meet the Fightinr; Iris.i of 
Notre Dame this coming Satur- 
day away from home. The Irish 
will be ready to roll against 
North Carolina after their win 
over Pennsylvania (42-7) last 
Saturday. The Irish are favor- 
ed to win by two touchdowns, 
x27 to 13. 
Duke vs. Wake Forest should 
prove to be a real interesting 
game. After losing to Navy last 
week Duke will really be on fire. 
Wake Forest i-; tn h-> th* v-J~r- 
4-H Achievement 
Day To Be Noted 
Nationally Nov. 30 
The 1954 4-H club theme; 
"Working together for world un- 
derstanding," will be featured in 
the observance of National 4-H 
Club Achievement Day, Saturday, 
November 13. Various types of 
programs are being arranged to 
recognize and honor the accom- 
plishments of more than two mil- 
lion 4^-H boys and girls of the 
nation who have completed an- 
other year's effort toward their 
goals. 
Sharing in the honors will be 
312,000 men, women, and young 
people who serve as volunter local 
leaders in the 87,000 4-H clubs of 
the nation. In South Carolina 
there are approximately 1,775 
community 4-H clubs with one or 
more volunteer leaders for each 
club, according to reports from 
the state 4-H club agents. 
During the year these 4-H club 
members have carried out proj- 
ects In production and conserva- 
tion of foods, feeds, and fibers; 
have helped to make their homes 
more convenient and attractive; 
and have made farming more ef- 
ficient and profitable. They have 
improved their own health and 
have coonerated in community ac- 
(Continued  on   Page  6) 
■dogs  by  a  scoreof  28  to  7. 
A few of the important games 
of the week are: 
Ohio State over Purdue. 
Michigan State over Michigan. 
Navy over Columbia. 
Arkansas over Southern Meth- 
odist. 
Cornell over Dartmouth. 
T.. P . TJ. over MWHttpi State. 
McMillan Writes 
Article For 
Sports Magazine 
Ah article by Coach Covington, 
"Goat" McMillan, entitled "Re- 
laxing the Quarterback," appears 
in this month's issue of "Coach 
and Athlete" magazine. Coach 
McMillan is well qualified to 
write this article, as he has func- 
tioned as Clemson's backfield 
coach for the past 17 years. 
"Goat" McMillan was an All- 
South tailback here in 1927-28-29. 
He was known for his passing 
and thinking. Upon graduation 
in 1930 he began a coaching ca- 
reer that' brought him back to 
Tigertown in 1937 to assist Jess 
Neely as backfield coach. He re- 
mained the Tiger backfield coach 
when Coach Frank Howard took 
over in 1940. 
Coach McMillan has developed 
three All-Americans: Banks Mac- 
Fadden, Eobby Gage, and Jackie 
Calvert. Numerous others of his 
proteges have been nominated to 
All-South teams, the latest choice 
being Don King., In addition, he 
developed four bowl backfields for 
the Tigers. 
Genial Coach MacMillan, a de 
Owens And Kelly 
To Attend Meet 
A. T. Owens and L. G. Kelly 
are leaving Friday morning, No- 
vember 12, to attend a symposium 
on Pre-Med education and Medi- 
cal college admission proceedures 
at Duke University. 
Owens and Kelly, who are the 
faculty advisors to Junior and 
Senior Pre-Med students, plan to 
learn more about what Pre-Med 
students need to take in order to 
gain admission to graduate medi- 
cal schools. 
At this meeting, which lasts 
from noon Friday to noon Satur- 
day, Owens and Kelly plan also 
to become better equipped as Pre- 
Med advisors. Owens and Kelly 
consider this meeting a great step 
in the right direction because 
there has been little cooperation 
between Pre-Med and Graduate 
schools in the past. 
vout believer in statistics and the 
academic approach to all prob- 
lems, resides here with his fam- 
ily. At the present time he U 
completing work on an M-S. de- 
gree in addition to his coachinf 
duties. 
Chesterfield To Give Prizes For 
Game Predictions Once Per Week; 
Gives Names Of Contests Played 
Dale Collins, Chesterfield representative here at Clemson, 
announces a football prediction contest to be held this week. 
The prize for the person picking the most numbers and the 
scores most nearly correct will be given a carton of Ches- 
terfield cigarettes.   Scores must accompany all entries. 
One Chesterfield wrapper must accompany each entry. 
Bring entries to room F-107 by 12:00 Saturday. Games to 
predict follow: 
vs. 
FURMAN _^ , FLORIDA STATE 
vs. 
CLEMSON 
vs. 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
DUKE 
MARYLAND 
VIRGINIA 
vs. 
vs. 
N. C. STATE 
WAKE FOREST 
RICHMOND 
LARRY'S 
Across From Bumming Line 
TIGERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME! 
WE SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES 
North Main at Calhoun 
ANDE   SON, S. C. 
NILES C. CLARK 
and Meat Industry", a survey of 
the national meat industry. His 
paper was judged by the animal 
husbandry faculty. 
As a reward for his efforts, 
Clark won a trip to Chicago for 
the period of December 5 through 
8, with expenses of travel, food 
and lodging being paid by Swift 
and Company. On the trip he 
will have a chance to observe 
meat-packing operations and live- 
stock sales. 
Clark is a member of Phi Eta 
Sigma, Alpha Zeta, and Block and 
Bridle on the Clemson campus. 
BILL fir HATTIE'S DRIVE-IN 
SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS 
Located On Seneca Highway 
New^'Silvered-Tip" writes 
the way you do . . . fine, 
medium or broad .."'. with- 
out changing points. Re- 
fills available in blue, red, 
green or black ink. Get a 
Paper-Mate Pen today/ 
• Bankers approve 
• Ink can't smear 
or transfer 
• Can't leak 
Silvered-Tip 
refills... 49? 
Trade* 
COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER Luckies—and by a wide 
margin—according to the largest and latest coast-to-coast 
college survey. Once again, the No. 1 reason: Luckies taste 
better. They taste better because Lucky Strike means fine 
tobacco. Then,- that tobacco is toasted to taste better. 
"If 8 Toasted"— the famous Lucky Strike process — tones 
up Luckies' light, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste 
even better. The pleasure you'll get from Luckies' better 
taste is vividly depicted in the Droodle above, titled: 
Modern artist enjoying Lucky while glancing in mirror. 
See the ecstatic smile? Well, you, too, can be happy. 
Just go Lucky! 
13ettea taste luckies.,. 
EJJCECiES TASIE BETfER 
CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER! 
©A-T.Co.      PRODUCT OF c/ne <J$m&ueam Uawzaso^Unrvzatvp 
STUDENTS! 
EARN $25! 
Lucky Droodles* are pouring in! Where are yours? We pay 
$25 for all we use, and for many we don't use. So send every 
original Droodle in your noodle, with its descriptive title, 
to Lucky Droodle, P.O. Box 67, New York 46, N.Y. 
•DROODLES, Copyrioht 1953, by Roger Prlee 
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURES OF CIGARETTES 
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Survey Shows Progress 
Of Clemson TextileGrads 
A new survey concerning earnings of Clemson textile 
graduates has been made recently by Dr. R. G. Carson, a 
graduate of Clemson and now associate professor of textiles 
here. 
The study was begun last fall 
■with funds from the Claude W. 
Kress Research Endowment Fund. 
Information cards were received 
from 63 per cent of the 2,035 men 
who have graduated from Clem- 
son in some phase of textiles. 
Since the first four men finish- 
ed here in 1900 in textile indus- 
try, a course no longer offered, 
the trend toward textiles has 
steadily increased. 
Clemson now lias around    25 
per cent of the total enrollment 
of  college  textile  students     in I 
the United States.    More  than i 
one--fifth of   the   students    at 
Clemson are engaged in textile 
courses this semester. 
Other figures uncovered by Dr. 
Carson show that 992 men finish- 
ed in textiles in the first 47 years 
Professor Rhodes 
Is Honored By 
Many Associates 
On Thursday evening, Novem- 
ber 4, a large group of friends and 
associates gathered in the new 
Purple Room of the Clemson 
House to hqnor Prof. Sam R. 
Rhodes, who recently retired from 
the faculty  of Clemson College. 
Prof. Rhodes was an instructor 
in the department of electrical en- 
gineering for 42 years, 25 of which 
he was head of the department. 
Dr. J. H. Sams, dean of the 
School of Engineering, was mas- 
ter  of  ceremonies  for  the  even- 
. ing. Dr. R. F. Poole, president of 
of the textile school here, while | aemson attested to the thousands 
in the last six years  1043    havejof ^^^  of clernson  serving 
The TAPS staff for 1955. This year's staff is 
working hard on the annual which will be dif- 
ferent from past years editions. It will be mod- 
ernized to carry out the theme of the new con- 
struction and modernization that has been done 
on the Clemson campus in the past year. This 
year's staff is headed by Ab Allen. (TIGER 
photo by Bob Huey.) 
graduated,  positive   proof   of  the 
growth of the textile industry. 
Further breaking down the 
above figures, the study shows 
that 151 have graduated in textile 
industry, 826 in textile industrial 
education, and 42 in weaving and 
designing. These three courses 
are no longer offered. 
In   addition,  there    were     223 
graduates   in     textile   chemistry, 
825   in   textile   engineering,   and 
712 in textile manufacturing. 
Of the    information received 
from    the 63 per    cent of    the 
graduates, Dr. Carson says that 
23.4 per cent of this number are 
earning   from   S10,000   to   S15,- 
000 per year. Fourteen per cent 
of    the  class of  1933     (out  of 
school 20  years)    are    making 
more than S20,000 per year. 
throughout the South and the na- j 
tion who attribute much of their | 
success to the rigorous and effec- i 
tive teaching, the friendly coun-! 
sel. and the inspirational guidance 
of Prof. Rhodes. 
Prof. J. E. Shigley, of the en- i 
gineering department, announced | 
the establishment of a substantial 
Blue Slips Disturb Well 
Ordered Campus Loafing 
By Pick Collins 
Loan Fund, will be used to assist 
! worthy   needy   students   in  elec- 
! trical engineering who might not 
otherwise   be  able  to  remain  in 
college. 
Dr. S. B. Earle, dean emeritus 
of the School of Engineering, pre- 
{ sented to Prof. Rhodes a bound 
A breakdown of salary figures ] volume of letters from former stu- 
shows 2.1 per cent of the grad-j dents and associates, 
uates are earning less than 54,000: j prof Rhodes is a graduate of 
3 per cent earn S4.000 to $5,000;; Furman University and Clemson 
si: per cent earn $5,000 to S6,000;; College. He holds B. L. and M. 
19.7 per cent earn $6,000 to 38,000; I s degrees from Furman, and B. 
21.4 per cent earn $8,000 to $10,- g anci E. E. Degrees from Clem- 
000; 23.4 per cent earn $10,000 to:son 
S15,000; 1.2 per cent earn $15,000;" 
to S20,000; 7.8 per cent earni 
$20,000 to $30,000; and 6.3 perl 
cent earn over $30,000 a year. 
As the days of the first semester! A All "W  Tft   Mfifif* 
fund which has been contributed i drag by, they unfortunately dragj**^**' CCl 
by friends and former students of i some of us through the mud.   We| |n  MAW AnflGX Of 
Prof.  Rhodes.    This fund,  which! kind  of  lag along  taking  every-:""   Vr *»      w 
is to be known as the S. R. Rhodes: thing   in   general   easy   and   get  ClemSOM   HlOUSe 
plenty   of   '"beauty   sleep."   (This: V»I«III»VMI   UVUJC 
doesn't   insinuate   that    Clemson I     Miss Sheila I. Rowley of Aus- 
Lincoln Foundation 
Competition Offers 
Over 40 Awards 
The James F. Lincoln Arc Weld- 
ing Foundation has announced the 
eighth annual competition of .its 
engineering undergraduate design 
program for the 1954-55 school 
year. The program offers 46 
awards for papers of no more than 
Student Assem 
Holds First Meet 
bly 
The Student Assembly held its j — 
first meeting  of the year in  the  the   speaker   declined   to   break 
Chemistry   Building     Wednesday,! and   it   was   decided   to   postpone 
November 3. The meeting was 
called at an unscheduled time to 
get the assembly program for the 
year underway. 
Don Harrison, speaker pro tem, 
called the meeting to order and 
passed out copies of the student 
body constitution. He also read 
the resolutions of ' the senior 
Council, discussion on the consti- 
tution and resolutions was in- 
vited. 
The floor was then turned over 
to Austin Mitchell, president of 
the student body. He spoke on 
the responsibilities of the Student 
Assembly and reviewed some of 
the recent assembly actions, which 
included the bulletin board set 
up near the student canteen, the 
apologies made to Furman for 
the recent paint raids, and the 
meeting of the South Carolina As- 
sociation of Student Governments, 
which is slated to meet here later 
this year. 
After Mitchell had spoken, the 
floor was opened to nominatons 
for a chairman of the Assembly. 
Three men—John D. Patrick, 
Chandler Bryan, and Bill Turner 
—were nominated for the posi- 
tion, but the latter withdrew. 
Voting on the two candidates re- 
sulted in several deadlocks, which; 
with previous award designs is 
available from The James F. Lin- 
coln Arc Welding Foundation, 
Cleveland 17, Ohio.    In addition, 
election of officers until the next 
Assembly meeting. 
Before the meeting was ad- 
journed, Jim Humphries, presi- 
dent of the Junior Class, raised 
the question of assembly action 
on the problem of week-end priv- 
ileges being allotted on a fairer 
basis, and was given permission 
to organize a committee to study 
the matter. It was "also decided 
to distribute copies of the Senior 
Council Resolutions to each As- 
sembly member to facilitate fur- 
ther discussion at the next meet- 
ing. 
The next regular . Assembly 
meeting is being held Thursday 
night, November 11. Regular 
meetings will be held hereafter 
on the second and fourth Thurs- 
day of every month. 
Honey produced in the U. S. 
totals about 600,000,000 pounds 
annually. It varies in taste and 
color according to the source of 
food consumed by the bees, rang- 
ing from white to yellow or brown 
or greenish yellow. An important 
use of honey is to keep bread and 
AIA Presents 
Kingstree Lions 
Club Program 
The Clemson student chapter of 
the American Institute of Archi- 
tects presented a program at th« 
Kingstree Lions Club on the night 
of November 4. 
W. K. Turner, architecture sen- 
ior of Columbia, and C. D. Wright, 
architectural engineering senior 
of Shalimar, Fla„ talked on lift 
slab construction and J. O. Stake- 
ly, assistant professor of archi- 
tecture, showed slides on the lift 
slab project at Clemson. 
O'Neil Ford, prominent Texas 
architect who was a pioneer in 
lift-slab design, will visit the 
Clemson campus on November 22 
and give an illustrated lecture 
that evening sponsored by th« 
Clemson student chapter of th« 
American Institute of Architects. 
Ford is widely known for hii 
distinctive regional residential de- 
sign and for the building which he 
designed for Trinity University in 
the early days of the Youtz-Slick 
Lift Slab Construction which has 
since been used in the dormitory 
cake "honey fresh"; it is also used j and agriculture projects at Clem- 
to sweeten bitter medicines. | son. 
a book of contest rules is avail- 
20 pages in length presenting the j aDie at the TIGER  office. 
In evaluating the results of 
earnings information, these two 
factors should be kept in mind: 
There were few graduates during 
the years of 1900 to 1920. There- 
fore the sample for these years 
was very small, and some men! 
who had earned high salaries pre-j 
viously were retired during 1953. j 
Secondly, most of the recent! 
graduates have served a tour of 
duty with the armed forces and; 
this   has   delayed   their   entrance 
He belongs to Tau Beta Pi, Phi 
Kappa Phi, the Tiger Brotherhood, 
and Blue Key. He is also a mem- 
ber of the American Institute of 
Electrical   Engineers,   the   South 
men are not pretty.   By all means, tralia   will   be   the  speaker   at  a 
they are!   According to this, there: Joint meeting of the Clemson and! welded design of a machine, ma 
are* on this campus some  of the  Anderson branches of the Amer-; chine part, structure or structural 
most beautiful men in the world.) : ican    Association    of   University j part.   The top award is S 1,250. 
Then all of a sudden our life 0flWomen     tonight.     The    meeting!     All engineering undergraduates; 
leisure in challenged.    Blue slips; wil1 be held at 8 P- m- in the new j are   eligible   to   compete   for   the' 
are hot off the press. j annex of the Clemson House. | cash   awards    and   the    national 
Through   the   ages   blue   slips ■     Miss Rowley,    an    agricultural recognition    which    accompanies 
have been a menace to most men1 economist, is now completing her 
at Clemson.    They tell our folks  doctor's degree    in   her    field at 
that we are wasting their money  North Carolina State College un- 
and that our social life couldn't be ] der an AAUW international  fel- 
better.    By and  large  something  lowship grant.   She if a graduate that  has   been   done  for   normal 
has to give.    Something is given  of the University of Western Aus-1 undergraduate  study. 
when we go home for Thanksgiv-; tralla   and,   before   accepting  the j     it is a competition for mechan- 
ing holidays, but you can bet it's  AAUW fellowship, was a member  icai  or  structural   designs,   sepa- 
not money.    After a "go and get of the research staff of its Insti- j rate awards being offered in each 
tute of Agriculture. division.    Because it is a  design 
As a survey worker with Aus-i program,    familiarity    with    the I 
Rural    Reconstruction; actual mechanics of the arc weld- ; 
STONE BROTHERS 
108 North Main Street 
''Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men and Students" 
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 
the awards. Competition is for 
undergraduates only and has been 
arranged so that frequently en- 
tries can be prepared from work 
'em" pep talk from Dad, we re 
turn to our pleasant surroundings 
,, at Clemson    with    determination j tralia's 
Carolina Society of engineers (°*;alKj desire.   We are going to grad-i Commission, her chief aim was to, ing process are not a prerequisite 
which he is a past president), and  uatg gven .f wg don,t ge(. but 10| assess costs 0f farm production in for participating. 
the American Association, of En- 
gineering Education 
Band To March 
During Half-Time 
At Maryland 
hours of sleep per night. the state of Western Australia and 
Blue   slips  are   a   pretty   good j *° compile the history of farming 
sign that somebody 
wake up and "get on the stick." 
But it's a whole lot easier said 
than done. It means a lot less 
leisure time and a lot more noses 
in  the  books.    "Apple-polishing" 
The Clernson College Marching [at this st*& has never hurt ^ into industry and probably caused „ -—■■ ~—j-  ~:~"°:      "7^T^*lone eitl 
„,.„,~„,.,. *„ v„ „ i;Zli   i •    tl_    Band, under the direction of R. E.  o  enma.. 
fnTfew vears nufof JZTtSZ **"«*• ^ accompany the foot-      Things   look   better,   however, 
S would otherwise have been baU team to College Park, Mary-  when we realize that we have an 
land, this week-end to participate i other half semester to redeem our- 
selves.    Also in this last half of 
had better' ™ tnat 3rea since the founding of 
the colony. 
This year the AAUW is financ- 
ing international grants for 47 
women from 22 countries who are 
studying in various United States 
institutions of higher learning. 
Interested women in the Clem- 
son Area have been invited to at- 
tend this evening's meeting. 
The contest is open to all full 
time undergraduate students in 
engineering. A paper may be 
submitted by any student or a 
group of students who have 
actually organized and developed 
the design described in the paper. 
No special conditions, forms or 
fees are needed to enter. A Rules 
and Conditions booklet illustrated 
CLEMSON  FURNITURE  CO. PHONE   6062 CLEMSON   FURNITURE   CO. 
$1,000 IN PRIZES GIVEN AWAY! 
GET YOUR TICKETS HERE! 
You get one ticket for each $1.00 purchased between now and Dec. 23 
LAY-A-WAY YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS NOW! 
-ON SALE- 
51  Piece Electric Train       $14.95    Tricycle, Junior Size  $6.95 
87 Piece Electric Train .... $29.95   Red Wagon, all metal $7.95 
Also Many Lovely  Items For The Home 
SPECIAL SALE ON LAMPS 5% OFF! 
CLEMSON FURNITURE COMPANY 
LOCATED JUST BELOW NEW BANK 
CLEMSON  FURNITURE CO. 
Phone 6062 
PHONE   6062 CLEMSON   FURNITURE  CO. 
Further information is being 
tabulated on the'types of jobs now m fee half-time festivities of the 
held by textile graduates. Dur-1 Maryland-Clemson football game 
ing this phase, the proportion Qfi Saturday afternoon, 
textile graduates who remain ml The band members will travel 
textile or closely allied fields will m three busses. leaving here on 
be determined. The proportion! Thursday evening and arriving in 
of these in line management jobs.: Washington early Friday morning. 
staff or technical jobs, and purch- 
asing or sales will also be deter- 
mined. 
While   in   the   capitol   city   the 
I band  will  visit  the  South  Caro- 
The world's   largest   telescope, 
the semester we can feel around! Hale Telescope near San Diego, is i 
and make a bigger, more glorious j named after Dr. George Ellery j 
mess of things. But the average j Hale. Weighing 20 tons, it has a 
cadet, will gradually pull his | lens 16.5 feet in diameter. To j 
grades up to passing, because the: make this lens, skilled glass blow- ' 
call of the Army is a weird and \ ers   from   various   parts   of   the | 
lonely sound. 
Some   Clemson men   get   pink 
4-H DAY 
(Continued from Page 5) 
tivities to improve health condi- 
tions in and around the homes of 
their families acd neighbors. Em- 
phasis has been placed on the 
theme of world understanding. 
The  volunteer local  leaders  or 
advisers   of  4-H   clubs   are   men 
and   women   of  the   communities i 
who are sufficiently interested in 
young people    to    be    willing to  I* A   I f I 
spend some time  in  training  for  HrSSeMS   1 SI  COilCGrf 
the work and in helpmg the mem- i 
bers   with    their   programs    and:     The   Anderson   Symphony   Or- 
projects.       Local     leaders    help' chestra presented its first concert 
Una senators, make a tour of j slips! But the majority of them 
Washington and attend a Clemson- weren't at the last dance nor do 
Maryland get together Friday | they spend the weekends "living 
night.- it up."   After all, the only differ- 
Saturday   afternoon   the   band! ence in a pink and a blue slip is 
world were called in to work with 
a special melting oven the size of 
a house. 
! will perform during the half time 
of the Clemson-Maryland contest. 
The blisses will leave for Clem- 
son   immediately   following   the 
game. 
Anderson Symphony 
a few old points and a few hours 
of study instead of "Steady". 
Blue slips are good and bad, 
depending on who looks at them. 
But one thing is for sure—Clem- 
son men are not all perfect and 
they do get blue slips. 
NAVY BAND 
Continued   from   Page   1) 
famous Great Lakes Navy Band. 
As you listen to the glorious 
blending of the woodwinds and 
brass, of the United States Navy- members  plan  programs  for  the  of the season on November 8 in 
year,    attend    the    regular    club '■■ the Township Auditorium in An-j Band and thrill to its mastery of 
meetings,   visit  in  the  homes  of  derson.    Five cadets from Clem-! string and percussion instruments, 
as it contains within itself a com 
plete   symphony    orchestra,   you; 
realize, that like all Navy Bands j 
before  it, that  this  is the  proud 
representative    of    your    Navy, 
speaking to all people in the uni- 
versal language of music. 
The United States Navy Band 
appeals to the young and adult 
alike, as each of its concerts^ mat- 
inee and evening, is planned es- 
pecially for the group that is to 
members to see and advise them , son PlaX in the symphony. They 
about their demonstrations, and are Bennie Goodwin, Spartan- 
accompany the members to club' h^S, flute; Henry Williams, 
events outside the community.       i Greenville;    tympany;       William 
Local 4-H leaders are trained; Wilkes, Sumter, percussion bat- 
by the county extension agents j tery; Gary Varnadore, Lancaster, 
and state extension specialists and j Percussion battery; and Robert 
render a valuable sacrificial ser-' Trible, Charlotte, trumpet. Robert 
vice in helping to promote and j E. Lovett, director of the Clemson 
conduct 4-H club work. An in- ] bands, is director of the Sym- 
creasing  number  of  former  4-H' phony. 
club members each year volunteer i The concert opened with the 
to serve, as local leaders, and they National Anthem. The first num- j hear it. With its ultra-modern 
render invaluable services as: ber on the program was Anton j "swingphonette" section it gives 
Master 4-H Club members. Dvorak's "Fifth Symphony," com- j sparkling    personality    to    light 
L  O.  Clayton and  Miss Eloise   monly known as the "New World j operas and the latest swing rhy- 
Johnson,  state  4-H  club  leaders, '■ Symphony."    After the intermis- j thms. 
report that many  special  events, j sion  Miss    Camie    Broadway,  a | 
exhibits, and programs have been ' Coker   College   freshman,   played 
planned for observance of National  the  "Grieg Piano  Concerto in  A 
4-H Club    Achievement    Day in "Minor."    The  program  was  con- 
South   Carolina.   Announcements ! eluded with the "Prelude to 'Die 
og these events will be made by \ Meistersinger' " by Richard Wag- 
county extension agents and local | ner.    The encore was John Philip 
club leaders. j Sousa's   march,   "The   Stars   and 
leaders. Stripes Forever." 
PICTURES AT THE 
CLEMSON "Y" 
ON  THE   CAMPUS 
NOVEMBER 11-12-13 
in Cinemascope 
"WOMAN'S WORLD" 
Starring Clifton Webb and 
June  Allyson 
NOVEMBER   11-12 
"JOHNNY GUITAR" 
Starring   Sterling  Hayden   and 
Joan   Crawford 
SAT. MORNING, NOV. 13 
"PETER PAN" 
LATE    SHOW    SATURDAY 
TAKE ME TO TOWN' 
Ann Sheridan, Sterling Hayden 
NOVEMBER  15 
"Yellow Tomahawk" 
Peggie  Castle,   Rory   Calhoun 
NOVEMBER 16 
"COLUMN SOUTH" 
Audie   Murphy,   Joan   Evans 
NOVEMBER  17 
"OUT OF THE PAST" 
Jane   Greer,   Robert   Mitchuro 
Filmdom's Diana Lynn: "I 
think the Miracle Tip is the 
most modern filter ... and LsM 
the best-tasting filter cigarette." 
David Wayne, Stage & Screen: 
"L&Ms have the best filter of 
them all. Miracle Tip is right! 
There's nothing like it." 
Mrs. Laddie Sanford, Socialite 
Sportswoman: "I love LsMs. 
Wonderful filter — exceptional 
taste!" 
No filter compares with 
CORDOVAN SHOES FOR $16.95 AT 
HOKE SLOANS 
Black, Plain Toe, and Wing — All sizes 
Best White Duck Pants 
^fARLfcJS^OSDICK ARE.VCU INSANE, FOSDICK?-THIS 15 A 
REAL. RESPECTABLE 
cEu-o.r- 
e=S<^EM&A£&*SSED &r&XXS£J>4*KXtLXP£ 9 «MJ*«3£n-CBEJttk***. BGaOVES IT ^TtCEEPS HAIR NEAT ALL DAY. •£=» 
IMS MIRACLE 
for Qualify 
or Effectiveness 
Isn"t it time you tried the cigarette that is 
sweeping the country... breaking record after record.. .winning 
more smokers in less time than any cigarette ever did! 
Why such success for L&M? It's the filter that counts, and 
L&M has the best. You get much more flavor; much less nicotine 
... a light and mild smoke ... because only L&M's Miracle Tip 
gives you the effective filtration you need. 
Enjoy L&M's king size or regular... both at the same 
jk     low price. Like thousands, you'll say—"They're 
just what the doctor ordered." 
More Flavor _ 
less Nicotine 
}
est Filter 
